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* The count number of 2012 is summed up from April to December. 
（2012 年度は 4 月〜12 月までの合計です。）
 The number of faculty members' visits to foreign countries (Except assistant professors)　教職員の海外派遣数（助教を含まない教職員のみ）
This GCOE program has promoted the establishment and 
development of the new academic field of "Human Security 
Engineering" by aiding the overseas dispatch of associated 
faculty members, and contributed to the proliferation of this 
program as a global hub for research and educational activities. 
It has also contributed to the promotion of Human Security 
Engineering as a global base for worldwide interdisciplinary 
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4-2 Education and Research Activities at Overseas Bases　海外拠点での教育・研究活動
As a joint initiative of the Global COE (GCOE), a five-day intensive course 
was held from March 16 to 20, 2009 at the Asian Institute of Technology, 
an overseas partner base of the GCOE. 
The focus of the course was "Geotechnical Infrastructure Asset 
Management," which is a part of the area of "Infrastructure Asset 
Management," a key discipline in the research field of Urban 
Infrastructure Management. The course program is described in Table 1.
In addition to masters and doctoral program students from AIT's 
School of Engineering and Technology (SET), the course participants 
included visiting academics from India, as well as doctoral students and 
researchers from other Thai universities. In total, 43 people participated, 
and 37 of them, whose attendance was over 80 percent, were awarded 
a certificate to verify their satisfactory completion of the course.
A group photo of all the participants taken at the end of the course 
clearly shows the remarkable diversity of student nationalities, and 
highlights AIT's internationa character.
This course was the first initiative of the Global COE affiliated with AIT, 
one of our overseas partner bases. We expect to repeat the course 
with AIT next year, and are currently planning a similar intensive course 
for late September 2009 at AIT's Vietnam branch (Asia Institute of 
Technology Center in Vietnam, AITCV).
Through intensive courses like these, we are gathering the information 
required to formulate scientific principles for "Human Security 
Engineering in Asian megacities." At the same time, we are striving to 
train skilled, local professionals who will then be able to apply these 
principles for the benefit of their local communities.
- Hiroyasu Ohtsu, Professor (Overseas base leader, Bangkok)
3 月16 日（月）から 20 日（金）の 5 日間，グローバル COE
の関連事業として，海外連携拠点であるアジア工科大 AIT




ラストラクチャ アーセットマネジメント（Infrastructure Asset 
Management）の内，地盤構造物を対象とした「地盤構造物
アセットマネジメント（Geotechnical Infrastructure Asset 
Management）です。その講義プログラムは，Tabel 1に示
す内容です。




















Date & Time Contents
March 16
16:00-17:00
Basic Concept of Road Infrastructure Asset Management
1. General
2. Classification of viewpoints of management
3. Scope of road infrastructure asset management
March 16
17:00-18:00
Management from Macroscopic Viewpoint - Ground anchor maintenance strategy -
1. Basic concept of ground anchor maintenance strategy
2. The simulation of deterioration process on ground anchor




Introduction of Risk Analysis
1. Definition of Risk 
2. Excel-Based Stochastic and Probabilistic Analysis
1) Basic Stochastic and Statistical Knowledge
March 17
17:00-18:00
Introduction of Risk Analysis
2. Excel-Based Stochastic and Probabilistic Analysis
2) Basic Stochastic and Statistical Knowledge
Knowledge on discrete quantities/ on continuous quantity
March 18
16:00-17:00
Introduction of Risk Analysis
3. Method of Calculating Occurrence Probability
1)  Calculation of occurrence probability based on the definition of performance function
2 ) Calculation of probability based on reliability analysis
March 18
17:00-18:00
Management from Microscopic Viewpoint (1) - Mathematical Background of Geo-Risk 
Evaluation -
1. Reliability-based slope stability analysis
1) Performance function
2) Modeling of random variables
3) Conditional probability of failure
4) Calculation of function including random variables
5) Calculation of probability of failure based on reliability analysis
March 19
16:00-17:00
Management from Microscopic Viewpoint (1) - Mathematical Background of Geo-Risk 
Evaluation -
2.  Evaluation of variation of pore water pressure and/or groundwater table due to rainfall
3. Hazard modeling
4. Evaluation of losses due to slope failure




Management from Microscopic Viewpoint (1)
Field monitoring in Nakhon Nayok
March 20
16:00-17:00
Management from Microscopic Viewpoint (2) -LCC Evaluation Models Considering 
Performance Deterioration of Groundwater Drainage Syste -
March 20
17:00-18:00
Management from Microscopic Viewpoint (3) -LCC Evaluation Models Considering 
Performance Deterioration of Ground Anchor System -
 Table 1: Intensive Course Program　集中講義プログラム
Date: March 16 - 20, 2009 
Venue:  Asian Institute of Technology, Bangkok, Thailand
2009
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Report on the GCOE-related Lecture: "Risk Management for Infrastructure Development and Planning" 
GCOE関連講義開催報告	-Risk	Management	for	Infrastructure	Development	and	Planning-
Intensive lectures related to the Global COE program were held 
over six days between September 21 and 26, 2009 at the Asian 
Institute of Technology Center in Vietnam, Ho Chi Minh City 
(AITCV), a satellite center of the Asian Institute of Technology 
(AIT), the program's overseas base in Thailand.
The lectures were held as a course of the Professional Master 
Program in Geotechnical Engineering and Management (GEM), 
a program within the Professional Master of Engineering (PME) 
program that AIT offers to practitioners in Vietnam with at least 
two years of professional experience after graduating university. 
The PME master's program currently comprises the eight 
programs below, including the GEM program that I took part in.
1  Information Technology (IT)
2  Environment Technology Management (ETM)
3  International Executive Master of Business Administration 
(iEMBA)
4  Industrial System Engineering Management (ISE)
5  Telecommunications and ICT (TC and ICT)
6  Construction, Engineering and Infrastructure Management 
(CEIM)
7  Geo-Engineering and Management
8  Geo-exploration and Petroleum Engineering
平成 21年9月21日（月）から26日（土）の6日間，グロ バール COE 
の関連事業として，同プログラムの海外連携拠点であるアジア工 
科大 AIT（Asian Institute of Technology，タイ）のサテライト校であるベトナ 
ム・ホーチミン分校 AITCV（Asian Institute of Technology Centre 
in Vietnam, Ho Chi Minh City）において集中講義を開催しました。
本講義は，アジア工科大 AIT がベトナムの実務技術者（大学
卒業後実務経験 2 年以上）を対象としている，修士課程 PME 
（Professional Master of Engineering）の内，Professional Master 
Program in Geotechnical Engineering and Management（GEM）
プログラムの中の1科目を分担したものです。なお，現在修士課
程 PME（Professional Master of Engineering）は，以下に示します 
ように，私が担当した GEM（Geo-Engineering and Management） 
プログラムを含めて 8 つプログラムが開講されています。
1  Information Technology (IT)
2  Environment Technology Management (ETM)
3  International Executive Master of Business Administration 
(iEMBA)
4  Industrial System Engineering Management (ISE)
5  Telecommunications and ICT (TC and ICT)
6  Construction, Engineering and Infrastructure Management 
(CEIM)
7  Geo-Engineering and Management
8  Geo-exploration and Petroleum Engineering
As indicated by this list of the programs, it is clear that the need 
for recurrent education for practitioners in Vietnam cover a wide 
range of fields at present, from those related to IT, environmental 
management, and business administration in addition to fields 
related to social infrastructures.
The content of the lectures held this time consisted of 
c o m m e n t a r i e s  o n  G e o t e c h n i c a l  I n f r a s t r u c t u r e  A s s e t 
Management, a topic that covers geotechnical infrastructures, 
which is a main field of Infrastructure Management within the 
subject Urban Infrastructure Management in which I serve 
as field leader, under the subject called Risk Management for 
Infrastructure Development and Planning, a program offered by 
the GEM program. The lecture agenda is given in Table 1.
In the previous report, I introduced the intensive lectures held 
in March 2009 as part of the Global COE program at AIT. Since 





今回の講義内容は，上記の GEM（Geo-Engineering and 
Management）プログラムでの提供科目「Risk Management 
for Infrastructure Development and Planning」 という
科目において，私が研究領域リーダーを担当する「都市基盤






以前に紹介しましたように，平成 21年 3 月にグローバル COE
 Table 1: Lecture Agenda　講義プログラム




Fundamental Knowledge of "Project Risk Management" (1)
Sep. 22
18:00-21:00
Fundamental Knowledge of "Project Risk Management" (2)
Example of Project Risk Assessment (1)
- Bangkok Subway Construction Project -
Sep. 23
18:00-21:00
Example of Project Risk Assessment (2)
- Bangkok Subway Construction Project -
Sep. 24
18:00-21:00
Risk Cost Evaluation Focusing on Underground Construction Projects
Basic Concept of Road Infrastructure Asset Management
Management from Macroscopic Viewpoint
Sep. 25
18:00-21:00 
Management from Microscopic Viewpoint (1)
- Mathematical Background of Geo-Risk Evaluation -
Sep. 26
9:00-12:00
Management from Microscopic Viewpoint (2)
- Mathematical Background of Geo-Risk Evaluation -
Sep. 26
13:00-16:00
Management from Microscopic Viewpoint (3)
- LCC Evaluation Models Considering Performance Deterioration -
Final Examination
Date: September 21 - 26, 2009 
Venue:  Asian Institute of Technology in Vietnam (AITVN), Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam
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doctoral program students of AIT and peripheral universities, 
and the purpose of the lectures was to comment on theories, the 
session spanned a total of 15 hours. In contrast to that session, 
all nine participants of the lectures this time were engineers 
already working as consultants at architectural firms, and since 
the purpose of the lectures was to expand the time dedicated to 
practical discussions and exercises, the session was accordingly 
stretched to a total of 21 hours. Also, as indicated in Table 1, the 
time of the lectures was fixed between 18:00 and 21:00 except on 
the last day, Saturday, so that the participants could attend after 
working hours.
My impression of the actual lectures was that the participants' 
response to my initial explanation centering on theories was 
not at all as enthusiastic as that of the students the last time. 
To accommodate this, I switched to more practical exercises 
using Excel software on my computer halfway into one lecture, 
and the participants' response changed completely—it set in 
motion an active question and answer discussion. Although this 
episode may be unrelated to the quality of the lectures, it had its 
effect in allowing me to grasp the needs of engineers in Vietnam 
regarding related fields.
My experiences of the intensive lectures at the AIT last time and 
at the institute's satellite center this time enabled me to collect 
information about establishing the discipline of human security 
engineering for Asian megacities and, at the same time, inspired 
me to continue fostering local human resources in regions that 
put the discipline into practice.





























Report on the GOCE Special Seminar of Environmental Analysis
GCOE特別セミナ 「ー環境分析技術セミナー」開催報告
2005 年 10 月より京都大学 – 清華大学環境技術共同研究セ








 （2009 年 4 月17 日）
2  環境試料の前処理方法とその適用・LC/MS/MS の測定原
理（2009 年 4 月 22 日）
3  標準試料の調製，GC/MS，LC/MS/MS の測定方法とメ
ンテナンス方法（2009 年 5 月12 日）





Kyoto University–Tsinghua University Cooperative Research and 
Education Center for Environmental Technology was constituted 
in October 2005 funded as an endowed faculty chair, and since 
October 2008, the Shenzhen base has been supported by 
the GCOE and EML program. Since 2005, Shenzhen base has 
produced several researches, in which environmental analytical 
technology is a vital part. Therefore, theoretical foundations 
and application of environmental analy tical technology 
have an important role in our studies, and for this reason, the 
"Environmental Analytical Technical Seminars" were held as 
GCOE Special Seminars in Shenzhen base and at the Beijing 
campus of the Tsinghua University, as follows.
1  Basic knowledge of an environmental analysis (April 17th, 
2009)
2  The pretreatment method of environmental samples, and 
the principle of LC/MS/MS (April 22nd, 2009)
3  The preparation method of standard solution, and the 
operation method of GC/MS and LC/MS/MS (May 12th, 2009)
4  Know-how of analytical method development (April 25-29, 
2009) (at Beijing Campus)
The questionnaire carried out at the end indicated that the 
Date: April - May, 2009
Venue:  Tsinghua University, Shenzhen, China
国際化・情報発信







には，2mg/L の標準原液を用いて，10 μ g/L， 20 μ g/L，50
3  The preparation method of standard solution, and the 
 operation method of GC/MS and LC/MS/MS
In this seminar, practical skill instructions were given using GC/MS 
to measure triphenyl phosphate and LC/MS/MS to measure ethinyl 
estradiol. First, we prepared standard solutions for calibration curve 
using each substance. Then, standard solution of 10 μg/L, 20 μg/L, 
















1  Basic knowledge of an environmental analysis
In this seminar, the participants understood basic ideas and points to 
pay attention when conducting environmental analysis, and also the 
treatment of measurement data. For instance, they were informed 
of the difference between random errors and systematic errors, 
and the concepts of accuracy, reproducibility, and repeatability. 
Moreover they learned how to set a detection limit, and how 
to draw the baseline of a chromatogram. After the seminar, the 
participating students lively exchanged questions and concerns they 
had on instrumental analysis, ensuring that the seminar provided 
information they truly wanted to know. They demonstrated the high 
level of interest; one of them asked a question on the number of 
duplicate measurement required to guarantee reproducibility. The 
basic knowledge attained in the seminar will be greatly helpful for 
the participants in their future research activities.
2  The pretreatment method of environmental samples, 
 and the principle of LC/MS/MS
In this seminar, the participants received explanations of kinds 
and methods of pretreatment required to analyze micro pollutant 
contained in water samples, and also the measurement principle of 
LC/MS/MS. Some of the methods were familiar to the participants, 
but there were others that they had not heard of before, making 
the participants realize a wide range of choices for pretreatment. 
Moreover, reference was made to a combination of a suitable 
pretreatment method and a target compound's physical properties 
and chemical structure, providing basic knowledge regarding a 
choice of a suitable method of pretreatment. The second half of the 
seminar was devoted to explain the measurement principle of LC/MS/
MS expecting the newly equipped tandem mass spectrometer (MS/
MS) would be used as LC/MS/MS. Although some participants had 
had experience of using GC/MS as mass spectrometry technology, 
it was necessary to give the information because the measurement 
principle of GC/MS differs from that of LC/MS/MS. The participants 
showed some but limited understanding of the structure of an 
interface, an ionization part, and the principle of fragmentation, 
probably because it was the first seminar for them. Therefore in 
addition to this, there is a need for another seminar that they acquire 





















participants had found the seminars very useful. This implies 
the contents of the seminars fit their needs. A total of 72 people 
participated in the seminars. The third seminar in particular was 
attended by members of the Shenzhen Water Quality Centre. 
Enhanced cooperation with not only the Graduate School at 
Shenzhen, Tsinghua University but also Tsinghua University and 
the Shenzhen's municipal agency will be beneficial to future 
research activities. At the end, the participants of all the seminars 
received a certificate. The knowledge and technology demanded 
in the Shenzhen area will be continuously incorporated in the 
education provided at the Shenzhen base in collaboration with 
the Graduate School at Shenzhen, Tsinghua University. Through 
the education, I hope to make a contribution to the aim of the 
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μ g/L，100 μ g/L の標準溶液を作成しました。各グル プーが調
整した標準溶液を測定するための分析条件の設定方法について，










solution of 2 mg/L. The participants got directions on the setting 
method of the analysis conditions, using GC/MS and LC/MS/MS, for 
measuring the standard solution prepared by each group. Finally, 
the participants evaluated the correctness of dilution operation on 
the linearity of a calibration curve. The participants acquired the 
proper usage of laboratory glassware and microsyringes through 
the seminar. Furthermore, they deepened their understanding of the 
apparatus by having operated GC/MS and LC/MS/MS. At the end of 
the seminar, each participant received a certificate. An anonymous 
survey was carried out after the seminar, and many participants 
answered that the seminar had been beneficial for them. In addition, 
there was a remark on having the seminar for a longer period of time, 
indicating a need to continuously hold seminars.
4  Know-how of analytical method development
At the beginning of the seminar, the instructor held a hearing on 
issues the participants have in their daily analyses. By then, their 
analysis had yielded results that were considerably different from a 
theoretical value. Hence we agreed on the need for pinning down 
causes and making improvement. In the seminar we reviewed on the 
proper use of basic apparatus, principals of GC/FID, pretreatment 
methods, and measurement conditions. The participants were 
well versed in the use of laboratory glassware, but some incorrect 
operations of the equipment that could cause errors were spotted. 
Then appropriate directions and explanation of the errors were 
given. Similarly we reviewed pretreatment methods step by step; 
thereby we were able to reduce the number of errors. Additionally we 
went over the conditions of the daily-used GC/FID. We checked the 
measurement condition first, and then found out that measurements 
were made under the condition that column temperature was lower 
than the boiling point of several object substances. We therefore 
performed column washing for a whole day; however we could not 
lower the blank level at which we could measure the concentration 
of object substances. We picked up a column that was applicable to 
analysis of organic acid, and attempted its analysis. Specifically we 
considered conditions that we could attain quantifiable separation 
and a peak stage, changing the condition of increasing temperature. 
As the result, we achieved a reasonable peak shape and separation. 
Because of a time restriction, we did not achieve the establishment 
of conclusive measurement condition. We acquired, however, good 
understanding of procedures for examination of analytical methods 
by the hands-on experience.
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2010
1  Issues inherent in megacities
 Land subsidence caused by groundwater extraction/ Effect 
assessment on infrastructures, and ground deformation 
after water level restoration following regulation of ground 
water pumping / Effect on underground infrastructures and 
foundation of infrastructures
2  Issues on links between megacities and rural areas
 Evaluation of socioeconomic loss caused on road slopes 
and in residential areas as a result of landslides related to 
torrential rain, and establishment of its early warming system
Reflecting international and multicultural characteristics of AIT, 
students from Thailand, Vietnam, Indonesia, Myanmar, Nigeria, 
and so forth participated in the course (photos below). Same 
as last year, I granted a certificate on completion of the five-day 
course to students who had attended more than 80 percent of 
the entire course. 















Report on the GCOE Intensive Course, "Geotechnical Infrastructure Asset Management" 2
GCOE 集中講義開催報告	-Geotechnical	Infrastructure	Asset	Management-	2
A five-day GCOE intensive course on geotechnical infrastructure 
asset management was held, from March 15 to 19, 2010 at AIT 
(Asian Institute of Technology), one of the overseas bases of the 
GCOE program "Global Center for Education and Research on 
Human Security Engineering for Asian Megacities."
Among the four research f ields of the program (Urban 
Governance, Urban Infrastructure Management, Health Risk 
Management, and Disaster Risk Management), I serve as a 
research field leader of Urban Infrastructure Management. 
The focus of the course was one of the disciplines in the field, 
geotechnical infrastructure asset management. This intensive 
course was the third of its kind, after the first at AIT in March 
2009, and the second at AIT centre in Vietnam in September 
2009.
Building upon the achievements from the past two years under 
the GCOE program's "strongly locally-oriented" principle, I 
expounded on the following two problems arising in Bangkok 
and throughout Thailand:
平成 22 年 3 月15 日から19 日の 5 日間，京都大学グローバ
ル COE プログラム「アジア・メガシティの人間安全保障工学拠
点」（京都大学 GCOE プログラムと称す）の海外連携拠点の
















Date: March 15 - March 19, 2010
Venue:  Asian Institute of Technology, Bangkok, Thailand









ら貝戸清之講 師，Le Thanh Nam 氏，UTC から Nguyen 






A series of summer training courses has been held annually 
since 2005. The training course intended for practitioners and 
researchers involved in road asset management, by giving 
lectures on basic concepts including life cycle cost analysis 
and data arrangement, and the latest research findings of 
this field. In addition to the Professors from Kyoto University, 
Dr. Kiyoyuki Kaito (Osaka Univ.), Prof. Nguyen Xuan Dao, Mr. 
Nguyen Dinh Thao (UTC), Dr. Keizo Kamiya (Nippon Expressway 
Research Institute Company Limited), Dr. Yasuhito Sakai 
(Hanshin Expressway Company Limited), and Dr. Kazuya Aoki 
(Pasco Corporation) provided 15 lectures in total. Finally, the 25 
participants, who took an exam based on the summer course 
lectures, obtained a certificate for the completion of the course.












This summer course, which was the second time from Iast year, 
provided the 15 lectures on transportation planning especially 
CGE (Computable General Equilibrium) modeling. In addition to 
Prof. K. Kobayashi, Prof. S. Mun (Graduate School of Economics), 
Assoc. Prof. K. Matsushima, Assoc. Prof. K. Kim, Assist. Prof. M. 
Yoshida, Mr. Y. Senda from Kyoto University, Prof. Mai Hai Dang 
(UTC), Mr. Bui Tinh (General Statistics Office of Vietnam) and 
Dr. Kiyoshi Yamasaki (Value Management Institute) provided 
15 lectures on statistics about regional industries in Vietnam, 
and basic structure of CGE model. Finally, the 26 participants 
obtained a certificate for the completion of the course.
- Mamoru Yoshida, Program-specific Assistant Professor (GCOE-HSE) 
2010 Kyoto University - UTC Joint Summer Training Course of Road Infrastructure Asset Management 
2010 年度道路アセットインフラ管理に関する京都大学−ベトナム交通通信大学ジョイントトレーニングコース	
2010 Kyoto University - University of Transport and Communications Joint Summer Training Course of 
Transportation Planning 　2010 年度	交通計画に関する京都大学−ベトナム交通通信大学ジョイントサマートレーニングコース	
Date: September 24 - 26, 2010
Venue:  University of Transport and Communications in Vietnam, Hanoi, Vietnam
Date: September 24 - 26, 2010
Venue:  University of Transport and Communications in Vietnam, Hanoi, Vietnam
国際化・情報発信
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From March 28 to April 2, 2011, a six-day intensive course was held on 
Risk Management for Infrastructure Development and Planning, a 
course within the Professional Master of Engineering (PME) program 
offered to practitioners, at the Asian Institute of Technology in 
Vietnam (AITVN), Ho Chi Minh City, a satellite center of the Asian 
Institute of Technology (AIT), one of the overseas bases of the Kyoto 
University Global COE Program “Global Center for Education and 
Research on Human Security Engineering for Asian Megacities 
(GCOE).”
Among the four research fields of the GCOE program (Urban 
Governance, Urban Infrastructure Management, Health Risk 
Management, and Disaster Risk Management), I serve as a research 
field leader of Urban Infrastructure Management. The focus of 
the course was one of the disciplines in this field, geotechnical 
infrastructure asset management. The course was held according 
to the agenda given in Table 1, with each lecture consisting of a 
90-minute session for a total of 21 hours including the final exam. As 
text material, I used a publication I compiled for the GCOE program, 
Geotechnical Infrastructure Asset Management (Second Edition).
This intensive course was the second of its kind, following the first 
in September 2009. In the previous course, all participants were 
professional engineers with a keen interest in not only theories 
but also practical application. With this in mind, in each lecture I 
distributed practical exercises to be solved using Excel software, 
which were highly welcomed as they both furthered understanding 
and could be used in real-life business. I firmly believe that winning 
the participants’ understanding, even in an introductory course for 
practitioners, is valuable in spreading knowledge about the field in 
the future.
During the course, on March 29 the AITVN held a conference on 
Geotechnical Engineering in the Context of Climate Change for 
university faculty members, government officials, and engineers. 
I gave a special lecture titled “Monitoring and Early Warning of 
Landslides: Experiences in Japan and Thailand” and spoke about 
the in situ monitoring I conduct in Thailand as part of the GCOE 
program, and the early warning system I propose for landslides. The 
proposal, which reflects the increasing frequency of slope disasters in 
Southeast Asia due to variations in rainfall pattern as a consequence 
of climate change, received many responses and set in motion an 
active question and answer discussion.
I plan to continue grasping opportunities like this to spread 
knowledge about relevant fields in Asia and to share information 
from the perspective of human security engineering.
- Hiroyasu Ohtsu, Professor (Overseas base leader, Bangkok)
平成 23 年 3 月 28 日から 4 月 2 日の 6 日間，京都大学グロー
バル COE プログラム「アジア・メガシティの人間安全保障工学拠
点」（以下，京都大学 GCOE プログラムと称す）の海外連携拠点
の一つであるアジア工科大学 AITのベトナム分校 AITVN（Asian 
Institute of Technology in Vietnam）・ホーチミンにおきまして，
社会人修士課程 PME（Professional Master of Engineering）
科目「Risk Management for Infrastructure Development and 
Planning」の集中講義を実施しました。 






りの講義時間は 90 分ですので，Final exam.を含めて計 21時
間です。また，講義のテキストとしては，筆者が作成した GCOE
プログラムの成果出版物である Geotechnical Infrastructure 
Asset Management（Second Edition）を使用しました。








また，本講義期間中の 3 月 29 日には，AITVN 主催で大学
教員・政府関係者・エンジニアを対象として The conference 
on Geotechnical Engineering in the context of Climate 
change という講 演 会 が 開 催され，「Monitoring and early 












Date: March 28 - April 2, 2011
Venue:  Asian Institute of Technology in Vietnam (AITVN), Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam
Report on the PME Intensive Course at the Asian Institute of Technology in Vietnam, Ho Chi Minh City
アジア工科大学ベトナム・ホーチミン分校 PME 集中講義報告
No. Date Contents
1 March 28 (Mon) Introduction  Urban Infrastructure Asset Management
2 March 28 (Mon) Risk Analysis (1)  Risk Definition
3 March 29 (Thu) Risk Analysis (2)  Expectation & Standard Deviation
4 March 29 (Thu) Risk Analysis (3)  Portfolio
5 March 30 (Wed) Risk Analysis (4)  Evaluation of Probability of Occurrence
6 March 30 (Wed) Risk Analysis (5)  Evaluation of Occurrence Probability
7 March 31 (Thu) Slope Risk (1)  Slope Risk Evaluation Using ET
8 March 31 (Thu) Slope Risk (2)  Evaluation of Probability of Slope Failure
9 April 1 (Fri) Slope Risk (3)  Rainfall Hazard & Direct & Indirect Loss
10 April 1 (Fri) Slope Risk (4)  Annual Probability of Slope Failure Risk (1)
11 April 2 (Sat) Slope Risk (5)  Annual Probability of Slope Failure Risk (2)
12 April 2 (Sat) Slope Risk (6)  Landslide Early Warning 
13 April 2 (Sat) Final Exam. (1)
14 April 2 (Sat) Final Exam. (2)
2011
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検量線用の試料の調整，GC-MS，GC-ECD 及び ICP-MS な
どの分析研修を受けました。





加者は LC/MS/MS のデータを解析し，検出された PPCPs の
ピーク面積の定量操作を行いました。学生には，回収率の算出
方法及びサンプル濃度の算出方法が説明されました。











This training seminar was carried out mainly by the training 
for analytical methods of emerging contaminants such as 
pharmaceuticals & personal care products (PPCPs), endocrine 
disrupting chemicals (EDCs), persistent organic pollutants (POPs), 
disinfection byproducts (DBPs), volatile organic compounds 
(VOCs) and heavy metals. This seminar intended to:
(1) establish better relationship between Kyoto Univ. and 
Tsinghua Univ. in cooperative researches;
(2) promote the advanced analytical technology of Kyoto Univ. 
to students from both Tsinghua Univ. and Kyoto Univ., who 
are the young hopeful researchers
Three labs (Prof. Tsuno’s lab, Prof. Itoh’s lab, and Prof. Takaoka’s 
lab) in the Graduate School of Global Environmental Studies of 
Kyoto Univ. provided the participants three-day (from August 
2nd – 4th) training for analysis for estrogens in water sample, 
DBPs in tap water and heavy metals in sludge. The participants 
divided into three groups to learn different analytical technology 
in the three labs. During the training, the participants learned 
how to pre-treat samples, how to prepare standard solution for 
calibration curves, how to operate the instruments such as GC-
MS, GC-ECD, and ICP-MS, how to analyze data, and so on.
Training for PPCPs analysis in wastewater treatment plant (WWTP) 
was carried out on August 5th – 6th at RCEQM of Kyoto Univ. On 
the first day of the training, the detailed background knowledge 
on LC-MSMS was introduced firstly. Next, the participants 
learned how to collect influent and effluent samples from Otsu 
WWTP using the automatic sample collector, how to pre-treat 
samples using the automatic solid phase extractor and how to 
analyze PPCPs using LC-MSMS. Training for data acquisition was 
performed on the second day, including correction of peak areas 
and calculation of recovery rate. 
On August 8th, the participants visited Shimadzu techno-
research Inc. The overview for micropollutant analysis was 
presented in this training. Then the pretreatment method for 
dioxin in the air sample and water sample was demonstrated 
by the instructors of the company. After that, they visited the 
different departments of the company and the instructors 
introduced many advanced analytical instruments to them.
On August 9th, the participants visited Hiyoshi Corporation and 
learned analytical methods on VOCs. The introduction of the 
company was given firstly. Next, the participants visited the lab 
of the company. Then they learned how to collect river water 
sample, pre-treat sample, measure sample by headspace GC-MS 
and data analysis.
Through this training seminar, the advanced analy tical 
technology of Kyoto Univ. and two Japanese companies was 
promoted to students from Tsinghua Univ. and Kyoto Univ., 
who are the young hopeful researchers. A better cooperative 
relationship in research and education between two universities 
was also achieved.
- Makoto Yasojima, Program-specific Associate Professor (GCOE-HSE)
Date: August 2 - 9, 2011
Venue:  Katsura campus and RCEQM, Graduate School of Global Environmental Studies, Kyoto university,  
 Shimadzu techno-research, Inc., Kyoto and Hiyoshi co., ltd. Shiga
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本セミナーを共催した EML プログラムから短期 EML 研修終
了証明書が授与されました。
− 八十島誠特定准教授（GCOE-HSE）
The Japan-China students’ academic exchange seminar relevant 
to water included two sections. The first section on Aug. 10th 
was the site visit to the Keage water treatment plant, Konan-
chubu wastewater treatment plant and Biwa Lake Museum; the 
second section on Aug. 11th was the symposium on the ongoing 
research and/or future research done in Tsinghua and Kyoto Univ. 
The academic exchange seminar was aimed to:  
(1) promote the advanced technology and management 
experience of Japanese water treatment plant (WTP) and 
wastewater treatment plant (WWTP) to students from 
Tsinghua Univ. who are the young hopeful researchers;
(2) share the ongoing research and/or future research being 
done in Tsinghua Univ. and Kyoto Univ.;
(3) enhance the academic cooperation-exchange between 
young hopeful researchers from Japan and China.
On August 10th, ten participants including students from 
both Tsinghua Univ. and Kyoto Univ., visited the Keage WTP, 
Konan-chubu WWTP and Biwa Lake Museum. Through the site 
visit, the students experienced the practical engineering case 
and understood the knowledge learned from the textbooks 
deeply. In addition, the advanced technology and management 
experience of Japanese WTP and WWTP were promoted to the 
students from Tsinghua Univ.
  On August 11th, a symposium on ongoing research and/or 
future research being done in Tsinghua Univ. and Kyoto Univ., 
was held. First, Prof. Tsuno from Kyoto Univ. gave the opening 
address. Next, five faculty members and one PD of Kyoto Univ. 
gave seminar in the morning section; and fourteen students 
from Tsinghua Univ. and Kyoto Univ. gave presentation on their 
doctoral or master research topics in the afternoon section. The 
topics cover membrane technology, PPCPs, POPs, wastewater 
treatment models, catalysts, anaerobic digestion technology, 
wastewater reuse technology, bio-remediation technology 
and so on. At last, Prof. Tanaka gave the closing remarks and 
also presented prospects on the future academic cooperation-
exchange between future young researchers from Japan 
and China. Also, he awarded the EML short-course internship 
certif icates to the f ive Tsinghua Univ. students. A better 
understanding and awareness of the detailed research topics of 
both universities were achieved through this symposium.
  A banquet closed the symposium, offering the students from 
two universities a chance to communicate further and deepen 
their friendship.
- Makoto Yasojima, Program-specific Associate Professor (GCOE-HSE)
Date: August 10 -11, 2011
Venue:  Keage water treatment plant, Kyoto, Konan-chubu wastewater treatment plant, Shiga and Katsura Campus, Kyoto University
From April 18 to 22, 2011, a ﬁve-day, 15-hour intensive course 
on Geotechnical Infrastructure Asset Management was held 
at the Asian Institute of Technology (AIT), one of the overseas 
cooperation bases of the Kyoto University Global COE (GCOE) 
Program “Global Center for Education and Research on Human 
Security Engineering for Asian Megacities.” As text material, the 
course used a publication I compiled for the GCOE Program, 




Asset Management」に関する15 時間集中講 義を実 施
しました。また，講義のテキストとしては，筆者が作成し
Date: April 18 -  22, 2011
Venue:  Asian Institute of Technology, Bangkok, Thailand
Report on the 2011 Intensive Course at Overseas Cooperation Base Asian Institute of Technology
海外連携拠点アジア工科大学AITにおける集中講義		　2011
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Geotechnical Infrastructure Asset Management (Third Edition).
This intensive course was the third of its kind, following similar 
GCOE Program-related activities that started in 2009 on which I 
previously reported. This time, in light of the damage caused by 
massive ﬂooding and landslides in East Asia and Southeast Asia 
between October and November 2010, and more recently in the 
provinces of Surat Thani and Nakhon Si Thammarat in Southern 
Thailand in late March 2011 (see Photo 1), I focused the content 
on commentary and responses to issues related to the most 
recent incidents. Following the disasters in late March, the Thai 
government conducted an emergency survey on landslide risk 
across the whole of Thailand. It released a report that more than 
1 million people in the 
country currently face 
the threat of landslides 
due to deforestation and 
an increase in severe 
torrential rain caused by 
climate change. 
た GCOE プ ログラムの成 果 出 版 物 である Geotechnical 
Infrastructure Asset Management (Third Edition) を使
用しました。　
既報のように，本集中講義は GCOE プログラムに関連する活
動として 2009 年より開始し，今回で 3 回目となります。今












The participants of this intensive course included students from 
countries like Vietnam, Myanmar, Nepal, and Pakistan in addition 
to those from Thailand (see Photo 2). With the risk of landslides 
from downpours becoming evident in all Asian countries, the 
participants showed a keen interest in the course content. Plans 
for an early landslide warning system aimed at evacuating 
residents in heavy rain prompted many questions from the 
participants.  
At the end of the ﬁve-day course, I  awarded customar y 
certiﬁcates to participants with an attendance of at least 80% 
(see Photo 3). As mentioned earlier, the frequency of massive 
natural disasters stemming from ﬂoods and landslides is on the 
rise in Asia. I plan to continue grasping such opportunities, and 
collecting and analyzing information on relevant topics taking a 
“thoroughly ﬁeld-oriented approach” which is the basic principle 
of this GCOE Program. My aim is to spread the knowledge 
acquired as a result and to share information from the standpoint 
of Human Security Engineering.
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The textbook is organized as follows. このテキストの構成は，以下の通りである。
This textbook comes with a DVD containing exercises in Excel 
format, which I asked the participants to run on their personal 
computers during the lecture so that they may understand actual 
probability and risk calculations (see Photo 4).
Following the lecture, I received comments from the participants, 
which included positive feedback on the textbook. I invited the 
participants to join the collaborative program before closing the 
mock lecture (see Photo 5).
- Hiroyasu Ohtsu, Professor (Overseas base leader, Bangkok)









On March 22 and 23, 2012, a two-day mock lecture titled "GeoRisk 
Engineering" was held for students of Chulalongkorn University 
and the Graduate School Kasetsart University at the seminar 
room of Chulalongkorn University (see Photo 1).
2. Lecture contents
In this lecture, I  proposed strategic measures for slope 
maintenance and repair, citing as indices the risk of landslides 
and slope failures as a result of climate change.
Specifically, I used the diagram in Figure 2 and suggested that 
in the event stability cannot be controlled across an entire 
slope, slope failure damage scenarios would expand according 
to the scope of ground movement. I then explained that the 
damage/loss anticipated in each scenario consists of both direct 
losses, incurred by the government agency responsible for road 
administration, and indirect losses, incurred by road users and 
residents who actually suffer the damage.
In the lecture, I used the textbook published as the first edition of 
this program’s series of English-language textbooks (see Photo 3).
1．はじめに

















Date: March 22 - March 23, 2012
Venue:  Seminar room, Chulalongkorn University, Bangkok, Thailand




Part 1 Introduction to Risk Analysis




2 Excel-Based Stochastic and Probabilistic Analysis
2.1 General
2.2 Basic stochastic and statistical knowledge
2.2.1 Knowledge on discrete quantities
2.2.2 Knowledge on continuous quantity
2.3 Method of calculating occurrence probability
2.3.1 Calculation of occurrence probability based on definition of 
performance function
2.3.2 Calculation of probability based on reliability analysis
2.4 Monte Carlo simulation as an approximate solution
2.4.1 Overview
2.4.2 Basic concept of Monte Carlo simulation
Part 2 Mathematical Background of GeoRisk Evaluation
1 General
2 Reliability-Based Slope Stability Analysis
2.1 Performance function
2.2 Modeling of random variables
2.3 Conditional probability of failure
2.4 Calculation of function with random variables
2.5 Calculation of probability of failure based on reliability analysis
3 Evaluation of Fluctuations in Porewater pressure and 
Groundwater Table Caused by Rainfall
4 Hazard Modeling
5 Evaluation of loss from slope failure
6 Annual Probability of Failure and Risk Evaluation
7 Case Study
Table of Contents
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Date: September 24 - 27, 2012
Venue:  Hanoi Campus, University of Transport and Communications, Hanoi, Vietnam 
2012 Kyoto University - University of Transport and Communications Joint Summer Training Course of 
Transportation Planning
2012 年度交通計画に関する京都大学ーベトナム交通通信大学ジョイントサマートレーニングコース
Providing for the mobility of people is one of important factors 
to support our daily lives, not only in developed countries but 
also in developing ones. Transportation also influences patterns 
of growth and economic activity by providing access to land. The 
performance of the system affects public policy concerns like air 
quality, environmental resource consumption, social equity, land 
use, urban growth, economic development, safety, and security. 
Transportation planning recognizes the critical links between 
transportation and other societal goals. It is needless to say that 
planning for transportation facilities, demand analysis, project 
evaluation method, and trip survey technique are key factors 
to obtain efficient transportation services, which include both 
private cars and public transportation like buses and trains. 
From such a viewpoint,  this course aimed at providing 
fundamental concepts and/or knowledge associating with 
transpor tation planning and results of application and 
particularly focusing on transportation in cities. 
Benefits of the course are to help participants understand 
concepts and basic theory of transportation planning. It also 
provides the fundamental knowledge on urban transportation 
systems, as well as cost/benefit analysis in transportation 
planning.
The First day 
Af ter the remarkable opening ceremony from the both 
representatives of co-organize institutions, Prof. Kiyoshi 
Kobayashi (KU) and Prof. Tran Dac Su (UTC), the Transportation 
Planning course started with the lesson of General Introduction 
by Assoc. Prof. Kakuya Matsushima. The lesson provided the 
general information about natural, socioeconomic, conditions 
of Japan and Vietnam; highway network of Asia and Vietnam, 
master plan of Hanoi to 2030 and vision to 2050; background 
knowledge for Transportation Planning and general framework 
for the course. 
In the second lesson,  Dr.  Ly Huy Tuan,  f rom Transpor t 
Development and Strategy Institution, Ministry of Transport 
of Vietnam, provided information about the transportation 
situation, transportation network planning and transportation 
strategy in Vietnam. In the third lesson, Mr. Ichizuru Ishimoto, 
from Nippon Koei Co., Ltd., give the knowledge on project 
management and the application for transportation projects in 
Vietnam practices. In the fourth and fifth lessons, Prof. Kiyoshi 
Kobayashi provided the knowledge in transportation planning 
in deep and how to generally evaluate a project, especially 
for transport infrastructure project. In the end of the first 
day program, Assoc. Prof. Kakuya Matsushima provided the 
background for Cost/Benefit analysis.
The Second day 
The program of second day started with the two lessons of 
urban transportation in Vietnam by Dr. Akira Hosomi, Japan 
International Consultants for Transportation Co., Ltd. In the third 
and fourth lessons, Assoc. Prof. Kakuya Matsushima provided the 
knowledge in 4-steps travel demand estimation. In the fifth and 
sixth lessons, Mr. Nguyen Trong Hiep provided the knowledge 
on person trip survey in Hanoi and using JICA Strada for travel 
demand forecasting, respectively. 
The Third day 
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lesson of Urban Economic model. After that, he gave the lecture 
on SNA and economic circular flow. In the last lesson of the 
Transportation Planning course, Assoc. Prof. Kakuya Matsushima 
continuously introduced about the computable urban economic 
model and applications for transportation project evaluation.
The third day ended with the examination for evaluating the 
understandable level of participants attending the course. 
The Fourth day 
In the fourth day, selected students joined the site visiting 
activities for enhancing the knowledge and approach the 
learning issues in practice. 
The Transportation Planning course attracted about 100 
participants including Official Staff of MOT and Departments 
of Vietnamese Government, Official Staff of Consultants, UTC’s 
lecturers and students attended the Transportation Planning 
course. After each lesson, there always were discussions between 
presenters and audiences for clarifying the issues in question 
and for cooperation in future as well. In the evening of the day, 
participants received the Certificate for the training course from 
representatives of both co-organized institution, Prof. Kiyoshi 
Kobayashi, Graduate School of Management, Kyoto University 
and Assoc. Prof. Nguyen Van Vinh, Vice Rector of University of 
Transport and Communications.
- Kakuya Matsushima, Associate Professor 
(Dept. of Urban Management, Graduate School of Engineering)
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4-3 Natural Disasters in Asian regions　アジア地域の自然災害






































Exploring New Paradigms of Social Safety and Human Security -Lessons learned from the 2011 Great East 
Japan Earthquake and Tsunami-　社会の安全と人間安全保障の新しいパラダイムを考える　ｰ東日本大震災の教訓から ｰ
Date: November 22nd, 2011
Venue: Campus Plaza Kyoto, Japan
Organizer: Kyoto University Global COE Program "Global Center for Education and Research on Human Security Engineering for Asian 
 Megacities"
Co-organizer: Disaster Prevention Research Institute, Kyoto University
Supporter:  - Yomiuri Shimbun Osaka
 - Kyoto Convention Bureau
The purpose of this symposium was to share lessons learned from the 
Great East Japan Earthquake and from disaster recovery experiences 
in Asia from the standpoint of urban human security engineering, as 
well as to explore new paradigms of safety and security in preparation 
for future events such as simultaneous earthquakes in the Tokai, 
Tonankai, and Nankai regions, and of new research, human resources 
development, and practical science that are required to provide urban 
human security engineering.
The symposium started with opening remarks by Prof. Masayoshi 
Nakashima (Director, Disaster Prevention Research Institute, Kyoto 
University) and by the event organizer, Prof. Yuzuru Matsuoka (Leader 
of Global COE "Global Center for Education and Research on Human 
Security Engineering for Asian Megacities"), followed by a keynote 
speech by Prof. Liang-Chun Chen (Director, National Science and 
Technology Center for Disaster Reduction, Taiwan) titled "Natural 
Disaster Risk Governance: Towards Social Safety and Human Security."    
In Part 1 "Lessons Learned from the Great East Japan Earthquake," 
under Prof. Tomoharu Hori (DPRI, Kyoto University) as chair, seven 
faculty members of Kyoto University presented reports about the Great 
East Japan Earthquake through various perspectives, namely damage 
to infrastructures, tsunami inundation simulations, the relationship 
between tsunami warning system and evacuation behaviors, 
information sharing using Information Communication Technology, 
disaster debris management, recovery of cities and villages, and 
engineering technologies aimed at mitigating human casualties.    
Part 2 "Lessons Learned from Disasters in Asian Regions" invited Mr. 
Shigeru Sugawara (Mayor of Kesennuma City, Miyagi Prefecture) 
and Mr. Hanief Arie (Deputy of Head, Indonesian President’s Delivery 
Unit for Development Monitoring and Oversight) to deliver keynote 
speeches about their practical experiences in the process of disaster 
recovery.    
Part 3 "New Paradigm of Social Safety and Human Security" comprised 
a panel discussion with Prof. Hirokazu Tatano (DPRI, Kyoto University) 
as moderator and Mr. Tomio Saito (Administrative Director, Hyogo 
International Association), Mr. Motoaki Ue (Crisis Management 
Supervisor, Wakayama Prefecture), Mr. Shigeru Sugawara, and Assoc. 
Prof. Rajib Shaw (Graduate School of Environmental Studies, Kyoto 
University) as panelists. The members shared the issues of urban 
crisis management drawing on their experience in the Great East 
Japan Earthquake, the 1955 Great Hanshin Earthquake, and the 
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landslides caused by heavy rain in Wakayama in 2009, and discussed 
the challenges of preparing for future events such as simultaneous 
earthquakes in the Tokai, Tonankai, and Nankai regions. Finally, 
Prof. Hiroyasu Ohtsu (Vice Dean, Graduate School of Engineering, 
Kyoto University) gave closing remarks on the role of universities as 
educational institutions.   
The symposium attracted many residents for participation numbering 
some 150. Questions were asked throughout the event, indicating a 
keen interest in the subjects discussed.
The objective of this forum is to discuss the roles of global 
environmental studies in the restoration process from the Great 
East Japan Earthquake. For this purpose, we invited four guest 
speakers to address various aspects such as energy policy, 
environmental engineering, geotechnical engineering, and crisis 
management. After the four presentations, a panel discussion 
was held to further deepen the discussion.    
First, Prof. Ueta made a presentation entitled “the restoration 
from the Great East Japan Earthquake and environmental 
and energy policy.” He showed several key issues to set a new 
energy policy in the restoration process. Then, Assoc. Prof. 
Hirayama reported this work on disaster waste and the damage 
on water supply systems from the viewpoint of environmental 
engineering. Prof. Katsumi discussed issues and problems caused 
by the earthquake from geotechnical engineering aspects (e.g., 
liquefaction). Lastly, Dr. Okumura from Disaster Reduction and 
Human Renovation Institution talked about the characteristics 
of the Great East Japan Earthquake with many speciﬁc examples, 
and the problems that emergency headquarters in the Tohoku 
area faced.    
In the following panel discussion, the panel received more than 
20 questions from the audience. These questions ranged from 
the accident in the atomic power plant to the tsunami. It was a 
great opportunity for us to exchange information and opinions 

























Date: July 23rd, 2011
Venue: International Exchange Hall III, Kyoto University
Organizer: Graduate School of Global Environmental Studies, Kyoto University
Co-organizer: Kyoto University Global COE Program "Global Center for Education and Research on Human Security Engineering for Asian  
 Megacities"
The 10th Kyoto University Global Environmental Forum "Global Environmental Studies and the Recovery from 
the Great East Japan Earthquake"　第 10 回京都大学地球環境フォーラム 「地球環境学と東日本大震災の復興」
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The Great East Japan Earthquake occurred on March 11, 2011. Varied 
assistance has been provided for the rehabilitation and reconstruction 
of the damaged area. Environmental and sanitary problems, including 
water supply, wastewater treatment, disaster waste management, and 
radiation derived from the damaged Fukushima nuclear power plants, 
are urgent and remain unresolved. As a project of the 33rd symposium 
on Environmental & Sanitary Engineering Research, a special session on 
the Great East Japan Earthquake was held at Jin-yu Hall on July 29, 2011. 
The purpose of this session was to share information about the present 
status of environmental and sanitary issues caused by the Great East 
Japan Earthquake, and to discuss the future plans with respect to each 
issue. Additionally, an exchange of information on the latest and most 
practical environmental engineering and technologies that are oriented 
towards solving health risk issues in Asian countries was held based on 
presentations in the poster session.
In the special session, four presentations were given. First, Assoc. 
Prof. Nagahisa Hirayama (Kyoto University) gave a presentation titled 
"Damages, emergency responses, and future issues of the water supply 
system after the 2011 Tohoku Disaster." In his presentation, he stated 
that it was very difficult to determine what damage had been caused 
to the water supply system in the initial aftermath of this earthquake. 
Therefore, he emphasized the importance of developing predictions for 
damage to water supply systems following earthquakes before future 
disasters occur. 
Second, Mr. Seiichiro Okamoto (Public Works Research Institute) gave 
a presentation titled "The impact on public health associated with the 
earthquake disaster on sewer systems and its measurement." In his 
presentation, he showed that over 100 each of wastewater treatment 
facilities and pump stations, and pipes and drains were damaged 
extensively by this earthquake. He mentioned that the elimination of 
sewage is the most important issue during the immediate response 
and that the rehabilitation of other infrastructure such as water and gas 
supply generates renewed sewage issues that require attention. 
Third, Dr. Hidetaka Takigami (National Institute for Environmental 
Studies) gave a presentation titled "Current status and future 
perspectives on countermeasures for disaster wastes." He mentioned 
three points: the qualitative and quantitative properties of wastes 
derived from this earthquake and the resultant tsunami, the current 
status and future plans for disaster waste treatment (waste exposed to 
seawater or radiation derived from Fukushima NP), and approaches by 
the Japan Society of Material Cycles and Waste Management to disaster 
waste management. 
Finally, Assoc. Prof. Tomoyuki Takahashi (Kyoto University Research 
Reactor Institute) gave a presentation titled "Radionuclides in the 
environment and radiation effects from the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear 
Power Plant accident." He mentioned the radiation-exposure pathway, 
radiation protection standards, current status of radiation emissions 
and contamination, and radiation standards for various media at the site 
of the nuclear disaster. The discussion focused on radiation-exposed 
waste treatment. We shared a common understanding that strong 
collaboration among the ministries of Japan is the most important 
factor involved in solving these problems. In the poster session, thirteen 
poster presentations by doctoral students in the Human Security 
Engineering Education Program were presented, engendering lively 
discussions of practical environmental engineering technologies that 










































Date: July 29th, 2011
Venue: Jin-yu Hall, C cluster, Katsura Campus, Kyoto University
Organizer: Association of Environmental & Sanitary Engineering Research
Co-organizer: -  Kyoto University Global COE Program "Global Center for Education and Research on Human Security Engineering for Asian 
Megacities"
 -  Kyoto University International Center for Human Resource Development in Environmental Management "Environmental  
Management Leader"
The 33rd Symposium on Environmental & Sanitary Engineering Research Special Session - The Great East 
Japan Earthquake:  what environmental & sanitary engineering can do now. 　
第 33 回京都大学環境衛生工学研究会シンポジウム 企画セッション－東日本大震災－環境衛生工学が今できること
国際化・情報発信
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Date: February 1st, 2012
Venue: Global Hall JINYU, Katsura Campus, Kyoto University
Organizer: - Japan Science and Technology Agency (JST)
 -  Kyoto University Global COE Program "Global Center for Education and Research on Human Security Engineering for Asian 
Megacities"
2011 Great East Japan Earthquake and Tsunami: Challenges and Opportunities to Improve Disaster Management, 






























The complex environment left by the huge humanitarian crises 
of the 2011 Great East Japan Earthquake and Tsunami in Tohoku 
region, Japan has put forward several questions to academics 
and practitioners of disaster planning, emergency preparedness 
and business continuity. The purpose of the symposium is to 
bring an opportunity for multidisciplinary researchers to discuss 
and exchange ideas on: 
- Risk management strategies in the context of natural hazards; 
- Emergency management response and recovery; 
- Reconstruction after natural disasters; 
- Debris management after disasters; and 
- Modeling techniques applied for disaster mitigation. 
The overall objective is to allow the proposal of innovative 
academic and practical approaches to reduce the post-disaster 
effect.
The objective of the workshop was successfully accomplished 
through active participation of academics and practitioners from 
multidisciplinary fields. The common objective was to lessen 
effects of future disasters through efficient planning. 
The concepts of disaster management, recovery planning and 
preparedness were discussed. Several past disasters including 
The 2011 Great East Japan Earthquake and Tsunami in Tohoku 
region Japan were presented. Issues and lessons left behind 
were outlined. The current practice of post-disaster recovery and 
research ideas for making the future disaster recovery process 
more efficient were discussed. Most importantly the workshop 
provided an opportunity of group discussion for practitioners 
and people from academia of different fields to understand the 
disaster management recovery and reconstruction process more 
precisely. Participants of the workshop commended importance 
of such events and were looking forward for organization of such 
events in future as well.
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Date: March 2nd, 2012
Venue: Global Hall JINYU, Katsura Campus, Kyoto University
Organizer: Kyoto University Global COE Program "Global Center for Education and Research on Human Security Engineering for Asian  
 Megacities"































Workshop on Lessons from the 2011 Tohoku Disasters for Water 
Supply Systems in Kansai District’ was held at Global Hall Jinyuu, 
Kyoto University at Katrsura Campus on March 2nd, 2012.  The 
purpose of this workshop is to learn from the experience of City 
of Sendai Waterworks Bureau on the 2011 Tohoku Disaster and to 
discuss what we have to do for the disaster prevention from the 
presumed Tokai, Tonankai, and Nankai catastrophic disasters.
In the first session, the invited person from City of Sendai 
Waterworks Bureau has a lecture on their experiences, and 
lessons of the 2011 Tohoku Disasters.  In addition, we would share 
the experiences of supporting some water utilities in Tohoku 
region.
In the second session, using the workshop method with the 
involvements of water professionals in Kansai region, we would 
discuss what we, the stakeholders on water supply system in 
Kansai region, have to do from the viewpoint of secure the urban 
human security after the presumed catastrophic earthquake 
and tsunami disaster in the West Japan, the Tokai, Tonankai and 
Nanakai earthquake.
At first, Assoc. Prof. Hirayama, an organizer of this workshop and 
symposium and a chairperson of Kansai Research Community for 
Water in the Future, would address the objectives of this event.
In the first session, Mr. Sato (City of Sendai Waterworks Bureau) 
had a presentation on damages to water supply system in City 
of Sendai in the 2011 Tohoku Disaster and their emergency and 
restoration responses in the aftermath of 2011 disasters.  Based 
on their experiences, he pointed out four subjects, which water 
professionals should overcome in the future; 1) Earthquake 
resistant counter measures, 2) Establishment of operating system 
for water, 3) More effective emergency water supply operation, 
4) Management of resources for emergency restoration.  In 
addition, Mr. Kumaki (Kobe City Waterworks Bureau) and Mr. 
Kadowaki (Hanshin Water Supply Authority) reported their 
activities of the 2011 Tohoku Disaster.
In the second session, all of participants were divided into 
five groups, and, using the workshop method, we would 
discuss the issues for water professionals in Kansai region 
to have to struggle for disaster prevention based on the 
first session lectures on the lessons from the 2011 Tohoku 
disaster.
国際化・情報発信
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The Group to Act on the Toilets with Sustainability (GATS), formed mainly by researchers from Kyoto University, has been 
awarded the Japan Water Prize (Gran Prix)　京都大学を中心として結成された「トイレの未来を考える会」が日本水大賞（グランプリ）を受賞
This year’s Japan Water Prize, presented to recognize activities 
related to water, was awarded to the Group to Act on the Toilets with 
Sustainability (Chief Researcher: Professor Yoshihisa Shimizu, Graduate 
School of Engineering), formed mainly by researchers from this 
university. The Society was awarded the prize for developing a simple, 
ready-to-assemble toilet, or “UD Dry Toilet” that does not use water 
and can separate out liquid and solid excreta, and for bringing this to 
the areas affected by the Great East Japan Earthquake.
The Group to Act on the Toilets with Sustainability was formed 
immediately after the Great East Japan Earthquake by thirteen 
volunteers to use the research results accumulated in developing 
nations regarding the diversion of urine and feces. The members 
include Associate Professor Hirohide Kobayashi, Assistant Professor 
Hidenori Harada, and Assistant Professor Ayako Fujieda, all of the 
Graduate School of Global Environmental Studies, as well as Associate 
Professor Tomonari Matsuda and Assistant Professor Nagahisa 
Hirayama of the Graduate School of Engineering.
The Great East Japan Earthquake, which struck on March 11, 2011, 
devastated the Pacific Coast areas of the Tohoku and Kanto regions. 
The number of fully or partially destroyed homes topped 240,000, and 
there were 8 million households with no electricity as well as 1.8 million 
with no water. The number of evacuees topped 400,000 at its peak, 
and over 2,000 evacuation shelters were set up. Water, food, medicine, 
blankets, clothing, and other donations of emergency supplies came in 
from all over the country. However, there were not enough toilets, nor 
was the issue of toilets given sufficient priority, and as existing water-
based flush toilets could not be used, a great number of people were 
forced to relieve themselves in poor and unsanitary conditions, posing 
a serious problem for the evacuees.
The Society has worked to develop stand-alone waterless urine and 
feces-diversion toilet units and bring them to affected areas to try 
and alleviate the effects on the surrounding environment. Rather 
than simply being set on the floor, they can be easily installed above 
existing toilets, whether Oriental- or Western-style, even in shelters 
or temporary housing, and can be used until the water and sewage 
systems are fully restored. This will act to help the toilet situation in 
disasters such as the Great East Japan Earthquake.
During development, a survey was made on the state of commercially 
available portable toilets, and it found that all of them process the 
waste into solid form using coagulating agents. The researchers were 
therefore concerned that the daily accumulating waste would need to 
be disposed of, and thus create an even greater burden for the affected 
areas. With the dry toilet, the waste is separated out into solid and 
liquid, and the urine, which does not contain pathogens, is treated by 
precipitating out pollutants (nitrogen, phosphorus) for removal and 
then discharged or percolated through soil. The feces are able to be 
hygienically treated by alkalization or drying with the addition of a 
compound of slaked lime and rice-hull charcoal.
The Japan Water Prize (Gran Prix) was selected from 176 applicants by 
the Japan Water Prize Committee (Honorary President: His Imperial 
Highness Prince Akishino (Fumihito); Chair: Chief Executive Director 









松田知成 工学研究科准教授，平山修久 同准教授らの計13 名
の有志が集い，東日本大震災直後から活動を始めました。
2011 年 3 月11日に発生した東日本大震災は，東北地方・関
東地方の太平洋沿岸部に壊滅的な被害をもたらしました。家屋
への被害は，全壊・半壊を合わせて 24 万戸を超え，停電世
帯は 800 万戸，断水世帯は180 万戸に上りました。ピーク時

























1 A demonstration of a portable UD Dry Toilet at a welfare facility 
（ポータブル型無水し尿分離トイレの福祉施設でのデモンストレーション）
2 Commendation certificate of the Japan Water Prize (Gran Prix) 
（日本水大賞表彰状）
3 The commemorative photos of the award winners, on June 26, 2012 
（受賞者の記念写真 - 2012 年 6 月 26 日）
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T h e G r e at  E as t  J a p a n E a r t h q u a ke t h at 
occurred on March 11th caused various 
geoenvironmental problems such as the 
generation of large amounts of waste, tsunami sediments 
(see Photo 1), salt intrusion, radioactive contamination of 
soils, and others. The disposal of the disaster wastes and 
tsunami sediments is a pressing issue for which, among other 
possible solutions, the creation of hilltop parks by constructing 
embankments using disaster debris has been proposed. In order 
to do this, the evaluation of the environmental suitability of 
waste materials and tsunami sediments, and their mechanical 
properties and structural stability, as well as the understanding 
of the conditions to which the areas are faced are required. 
Ground improvement/modification technologies to strengthen 
the soils and/or to control the seepage may also be considered.
During a visit to the affected area we found that an emergency 
groundwater well designed for disaster cases worked adequately, 
since we could obtain clean water from an affected well (see 
Photo 2) even though all the area was covered with mud and 
rubble caused by the tsunami. Preservation of the groundwater 
and geo-environment and understanding of natural resources 
by the local communities are important from the viewpoint of 
disaster mitigation. 
To deal with these geoenvironmental issues, we are promoting 
initiatives to leverage the collaboration of members of the 
academic societies. It would be greatly appreciated further 



















Geoenvironmental issues caused by the 2011 Great East Japan Earthquake
東日本大震災による地盤環境課題への取り組みについて
1 Sediments transported by the tsunami（津波堆積物の
状況）
2 Groundwater well at the area affected by the tsunami
（津波被災地での災害対策用井戸）
Misuzu ASARI




The first step of recovery and reconstruction 
is probably removal of disaster waste (Debris). 
One week after the March 11 earthquake 
and tsunami, the Task team on Disaster Waste Management 
and Reconstruction was established after discussions and 
preparations within the Japan Society of Material Cycles and 
Waste Management (JSMCWM). Active opinion and information 
exchange has been made through the website (http://eprc.
kyoto-u.ac.jp/saigai/) and the mailing list.
I worked hard to support the recovery—rather than surveying 
and researching—such as visiting affected areas and collecting 
地震等の災害時に，復旧・復興の第一歩になると考えられるの
が災害廃棄物（災害がれき）の撤去である。震災から一週間





3 月 25 日から 4 月 9 日までの私の現地での活動は，調査・研
究ではなく，あくまで「現地の復興支援」という認識で，ひたすら，
現地確認やネットワーク構築に奔走した。
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information, forming a network of contacts from 25th of March 
until 9th of April.
One of the major tasks for the task team in the field and upon 
our return was making the manual “Strategy of separation 
and treatment of disaster waste”. Version 1 was released on 
4th April. Version 2 which covered the whole process of waste 
management including treatment and final disposal was able to 
be released on 30th April.  All pages of the manual are disclosed 
on the website. An abstract English version will be made soon. 
There are a number of problems to be solved. We would like to 




ある。4 月 4 日の Ver1 公開の後，4 月 30 日に処理・処分方




1 Manuals were submitted to the mayors of Sendai and Kyoto.（仙台市長と京都市長にマニュアルを提出）
2 Enormous damage of the tsunami（津波被害の大きさに言葉を失う）
3 Tsunami sediment covered the town (Ishinomaki City)（津波堆積物が街を覆う［石巻市］）
Katsuya Yamori
Professor, Disaster Prevention Research Institute
矢守　克也
防災研究所 教授
In the aftermath of the Tohoku Earthquake 
and Tsunami disaster, aphorisms by Torahiko 
Terada, a well-known Japanese physicist and 
essayist, are often being quoted, because they are helpful to 
overcome the current difficulties. One of these aphorisms is, 
“maybe we are afraid too little, or too much, but what counts is 
to be afraid just enough.” Some people reflect this idea and state 
that we should neither overestimate, nor underestimate, the 
risk of tsunamis and radioactivity and maintain that we should 
be “correctly” afraid of these risks. However, the catastrophe 
has shaken the idea of “correctness” itself. For example, we 
now realize that nobody, not even experts, can ascertain 
with certainty, the safe limit for radioactive contamination in 
vegetables, or how high a tsunami will hit a given area. Urlich 
Beck, a famous sociologist, called this type of postmodern 
society, a “risk society.” What we should do in a risk society is not 
to learn the correct standards of risk levels prescribed by experts, 
but to create a socially acceptable risk standard through the 



















How to determine the acceptable risk level after the Tsunami and the nuclear accident?
「正しく怖がる」とは言うけれど…
1 A nursery school swept away by the tsunami, Iwate 
prefecture（波波で壊滅的な被害を受けた岩手県内の保育
所）
2 A house where Torahiko Terada spent his childhood 








Professor, Architecture and Architectural 
Engineering, Graduate School of Engineering
神吉　紀世子
工学研究科建築学専攻 教授
The Great East Japan Earthquake had caused 
serious damages in several beautiful villages 
and towns. Some of such villages and towns 
already started the recovery processes with the consideration 
of their honorable beautiful landscape. Agency for Cultural 
Affairs, for example, is supporting such processes with their new 
program for promotion of tourism and local revitalization. 
It is sometimes said that disaster prevention promotion is 
contradictory to landscape conservation. But from the viewpoint 
of cultural landscape, which focuses the relation between human 
and natural condition, we should regard disaster prevention as 
landscape evolution, with deep consideration of local features. 
In this September, some parts of ‘Sacred sites and pilgrimage 
routes in Kii mountain range’ were damaged by the typhoon 
12. During its long history those sites and pilgrimage routes 
had been partly transformed after floods and heavy rains. 
Nevertheless the sites and routes have been kept beautifully until 
now. In some recent heavy rain cases, the old routes helped some 
villages and towns from being isolated as they were tougher 
than newer roads and rails. Heritage succession always requires 
and sometimes realizes toughness against disaster impact as well 
as cultural progress.
Though it might be a hard work to find the recovery process 
with consideration of landscape evolution, highly impressive 























Cultural Landscape and Disaster
文化的景観と災害
I went for a survey to f ind out how f irms 
worked around disaster wastes that prevented 
them significantly from restarting their daily 
production. Among the firms I visited, there was a firm that 
engaged all its employees in disposal of wastes and cleaning 
until the end of April and finally restarted normal production in 
July. Management of disaster wastes is crucially important for 
business continuity.
Disaster wastes in plant sites are classified into ones that were 
generated in their own firm and ones that flowed from another 
site. It depends on jurisdiction whether the latter type of the 
waste is disposed by jurisdiction or firms themselves who are 
suffering from those inflows. Sendai city provides that disposal 
service, although the priority is given to roads and public 
buildings, namely houses and private firms have to wait for 
long time. Hence firms should choose between the followings; 
waiting for the public service or asking the private service by 
paying money. However, even if firms take the latter way, they 
can not necessarily catch some private services immediately 
8 月に仙台市を中心に産業廃棄物の調査を行いました。企業は
大量の廃棄物を撤去しない限り，生産活動の再開が困難です。





















Disposal of Disaster Wastes for Rapid Resumption of Production
企業の生産の早期再開と産業廃棄物処理
国際化・情報発信
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1 Industrial park damaged by the disaster (Iwate, April, 
2011)（被災した工業団地［岩手県，2011 年 4 月］）
2 Disaster waste dump (Miyagi, August, 2011)（がれき集
積場［宮城県，2011 年８月］）
Hidenori Harada




After the Great East Japan Earthquake and 
Tsunami, numerous people suffered from 
improper sanitation.  To secure sanitation at 
emergent situation, treatment of feces, has a greater priority than 
that of urine since they contain most of pathogens in excreta. 
To cope with the disaster in Tohoku and future event, the 
author and colleagues established an interdisciplinary project 
team, headed by Prof. Yoshihisa Shimizu (GS of Engineering), 
and urgently started the development of disaster-responsive 
sanitation system employing no-water urine-diversion (or urine-
and-feces separation) toilet.
A portable urine-diversion toilet unit was developed by 
using ready-to-assemble plastic cardboard so that it is easily 
transported and stocked.  Separated feces from urine are 
processed by the mixture of lime and dry soil/coaled husk for 
sanitization and deodorization without water.  Although urine 
can be simply treated to remove a part of nutrient, it may be 
discharged without treatment at emergent conditions since it 
contains few pathogens. So far, we have distributed 54 units and 
are further improving the unit.
Furthermore, we proposed the new urine-diversion sanitation 
system for public buildings that flushes feces to sewage and 
recovers nutrient from urine in usual situations, and can be 
converted to the system that employs no-water treatment 
of feces in emergent situations.  A toilet system is under 




















Urine diversion toilet system for securing sanitation in emergent conditions
緊急時の衛生確保を実現するし尿分離トイレシステム
1 Portable urine-diversion toilet（ポータブルし尿分離トイレ）
2 Inner structure of the toilet（本トイレの内部構造）
3 Ready-to-assemble plastic cardboard parts of the toilet（組み立て式プラスチック段ボール製の本トイレパーツ）
because of intensive demand for them after disaster. It should 
be investigated in my future research how firms make daily 
relationship with private disposal service companies, and how 














About 450,000 people were displaced to 
refuge centres due to damage by tsunami 
in the Great Tohoku Disasters .  We have 
performed research on the relief distribution of emergency 
goods including water,  food, blankets and other dai ly 
commodities for these displaced people from the viewpoint 
of humanitarian logistics. We obtained following important 
lessons learned for the preplanning for relief and recovery from 
disasters based on our research: (1) Although the prefectures 
and municipalities are responsible for the relief distribution of 
emergency goods, the collaboration with Self Defence Force, 
private freight carriers and volunteers is required. Pre-agreements 
among these stakeholders are effective. (2) Access roads to 
refuge centres should be re-opened if they are damaged and the 
use of ships and helicopters should be considered if necessary. 
(3) The regional community network should be effectively used. 
(4) The communication systems should be maintained to get 
dynamically changing information of the number of displaced 
people and their demands. (5) Planning the appropriate location 
and operation of depots for storing emergency goods and 
dispatching them is important. (6) Preparing trucks, drivers, 
fuels, maps, folk lifts and workers is essential. (7) The exercise of 


















Humanitarian logistics in the Great Tohoku Disasters
東日本大震災におけるヒューマニタリアン・ロジスティクス
1 Depot for relief distribution (Iwate Prefecture)（救援物資の配送拠点［岩手県］）
2 Location of refuge centres and the depot of municipality (Ishinomaki City)（避難所および市の配送拠点の位置［石巻市］）
3 Flow of relief distribution（救援物資輸送の流れ）
Takeshi Katsumi




One of the most important study topics for me 
is to develop GIS based disaster correspondent 
suppor t system for local government In 
the Great East Japan Earthquake, I have been doing some 
support activities with our experimental knowledge from the 
previous ones in the Great Hanshin-Awaji Earthquake, Chuetsu 
Earthquake, and so on. 
Firstly in March, I and my research colleagues joined in the 
Emergency Mapping Team (EMT) activity in Cabinet Office, 
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1 Victim Certification Issuing Support System（り災証明発行支援システム）
2 Operating Instructions for Local Government Officials in Nasukarasuyama 
City（那須烏山市地方自治体職員への操作説明）
3 Public Health Nurse Dispatch Map（保健師等の派遣・活動状況）
Yasuhiro Hayashi
Professor, Architecture and Architectural 
Engineering, Graduate School of Engineering
林　康裕
工学研究科建築学専攻 教授
Many wooden houses collapsed due to 
severe ground motions caused by the inland 
shallow earthquake occurred directly under 
the big city during the 1995 Great Hanshin-Awaji earthquake. 
On the other hand, in the 2011 off the Pacific coast of Tohoku 
Earthquake, many towns suffered serious damage from the 
big subduction zone earthquake and tsunami.  In addition, 
the damage of wooden houses caused by shaking was not so 
severe, but earthquake damage occurred in the wide area and 
had serious influence on the economy and culture of an every 
place region.  Moreover, the influence of earthquake damage 
changes greatly with regional characteristics such as earthquake 
environment, industry, economy, and society.  Thus, the 
aspect of damage changes greatly with types of earthquakes. 















Preparation for earthquakes considering regional characteristics
地域特性に応じた地震防災対策
a condition of public health nurse dispatch according to the 
order from Ministry of Health, Labour and Welfare (MHLW), 
and the other is the number of receiving disaster victims across 
administrative borders for all prefectures. The public health 
nurse dispatch map was updated every week and provided them 
for government officials in MHLW.
And then, we developed an information system based on 
our original temporal GIS to manage victim certificate issuing 
operation and processing application of several official support 
operations based on the certifications simultaneously, and 
provided it to Nasukarasuyama City Office which had largest 
numbers of complete collapse buildings in Tochigi. We also 
advised an examination method for judgment of damage level, 
development of database on the way to implement our system. 
Nasukarasuyama City Office had already issued more than 1000 








岩手，宮城県，福島県　平成 23 年 03 月 29 日作成 3
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1 Static loading tests of a frame of machiya in Kyoto
（京町家の静的加力実験）
2 Structural survey of traditional wooden houses all 
over Japan（地域型木造住宅の構造調査）
1 Inside of Decontamination Plaza（除染プラザ内部）
2 Temporary storage yard of Onami area in Fukushima 
city（大波地区の仮置き場）
region must be implemented in order to mitigate earthquake 
damage.  Therefore, we have conducted the field surveys of the 
supposed stricken area of a scenario earthquake to investigate 
the local characteristic, and are going to propose earthquake 
countermeasures suitable for the region.  Moreover, methods 
for the seismic performance evaluation and seismic retrofit of 











The vast land was radioactively contaminated 
by Fukushima Daiichi nuclear power plant 
accident. The land over 20 mSv of annual 
exposure level is supposed to be decontaminated by the 
central government, but the other by local governments. 
Decontamination Plaza is established near JR Fukushima station 
and co-managed by Ministry of Environment and Fukushima 
prefecture. It works for introducing the status of decontamination 
projec ts and various decontamination sk i l ls .  However, 
decontamination projects are not actually going well. The main 
reason is that the neighbors don’t accept the establishment of a 
temporary storage yard to put radioactively contaminated soil 
and wastes. In case of Fukushima city, the temporary storage 
yard is set only in Onami area on a baseball yard in this March. 
The fact that more than 20,000 flexible container bags of the size 
of about 1m3 are expected to arise from the decontamination of 
Onami area which is composed of less than 400 houses shows the 
difficulty of proceeding decontamination projects. The society 
for decontamination of environmental radioactivity was built 
in last autumn and expected to work for not only establishing 
decontamination technology but also constituting the society 
which can coexist with risks of radioactivity and the network of 
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1 Tanohama Resettlement Plan after the Syowa Sanriku Tsunami (Source: 
Department of Urban Planning, Ministry of Interior, Report on Recovery Plans after 
the Syowa Sanriku Tsunami, 1934)（田之浜［岩手県山田町］の昭和三陸津波後の復興計画
［出典：内務大臣官房都市計画課，三陸津波に因る被害都町村の復興計画報告書，1934］）
2 Tanohama after the East Japan Earthquake Disaster. Minor damage at the 
resettlement site.（田ノ浜の被害　高台の再定住地の被害は小さい）
Norio Maki




Impacted area of the East Japan Earthquake 
Disaster is periodically hit by tsunami. After the 
1896 Meiji Sanriku and the 1933 Syowa Sanriku 
Tsunami, the impacted villages moved to the resettlement 
sites constructed in higher ground. Now those resettlements 
site have a good landscape after 80 years. However, some 
resettlement sites suffered from devastating damage because 
of unexpected height of tsunami. And expanding residential 
areas in lowland from the resettlements were flashed away by 
the tsunami. People moved towards sea side for the lack of lands 
and seeking for easy access to the sea. Some people constructed 
new house when they get big money from a big catch. However, 
resettlement sites from the Meiji Sanriku stayed at higher ground 
and did not suffered from devastating damage. It is because 
new business opportunities were established along the national 
highway which was constructed at the higher ground. Now 
many communities impacted from the East Japan Earthquake 
Disaster have plan to move resettlements in higher ground. It is 
important to develop business opportunity at resettlement site 
to keep people in higher ground.
東日本大震災で被災した地域はこれまでも度々，津波災害にみ















Resettlement Site of 1989, 1936 Sanriku Tsunami
明治・昭和三陸津波の再定住地
Nagahisa Hirayama
Associate Professor, Environmental Engineering, 
Graduate School of Engineering
平山　修久
工学研究科都市環境工学専攻 准教授
In the 2011 Tohoku Disaster, an estimated 
damage to distribution pipeline system 
by seismic ground motions based on the 
experience of 1995 Kobe Earthquake was very high. However, the 
actual damage was found to be much less than the estimated 
one. One of the reasons could be the difference of earthquake 
mechanism between inter-plate earthquake and intra-plate 
earthquake. The fragility curves and damage estimation 
procedure might not appropriately model the 2011 inter-
plate huge earthquake, indicating that the damage estimation 
modeling should be revised based on the 2011 events.  
Water works bureaus, organizations, and water professionals 
tried to establish emergency water supply system by tank 
vehicles for the tsunami stricken areas. However, the security of 















Effective Emergency and Recovery System in Water Sector including Lessons from the 2011 Tohoku Disaster
東日本大震災からみた効果的な上水道の災害対応システム
21
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1 Comparison Results of Pipeline Damage Ratio in Japanese Experience（既往の地震災害における水道管路被害率の比較）
2 Temporary Water Recycling System in the Tsunami Stricken Areas（復旧期における応急的水循環システム）
3 Participants Involvements of Workshop on Lessons from the 2011 Tohoku Disasters for Water Supply Systems in Kansai District （東日本大震災から学ぶ関西の水道が
やるべきことシンポジウム・ワークショップ）
require the installation of temporary water puriﬁcation facilities 
with the cutting-edge water treatment technologies including 
membrane ﬁltration. 
In order to establish risk/crisis management in water sector for 
super huge catastrophic disasters, now, we are going to promote 
the practice oriented research activities; the joint research 
project with Kobe Waterworks Bureau and LADWP (Los Angeles 
Department of Water and Power), and the activities of Kansai 
Research Community for Water in the Future, which organized 
the symposium and workshop entitled ‘Workshop on Lessons 
from the 2011 Tohoku Disasters for Water Supply Systems in 
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Hiroyasu Ohtsu




The record rainfalls accompanying a number 
of typhoons that swept through the northern 
regions of Thailand from June 2011 caused 
extensive flooding in central Thailand, after which the floods 
spread throughout the basin of the Chao Phraya River that flows 
from Nahkon Sawan Province into the Gulf of Thailand, causing 
extensive damage in the provinces of Ayutthaya and Pathum 
Thani and northern Bangkok Province (Figure 1). I report here on 
the results of the survey of flood damage that the Global Center 
for Education and Research on Human Security Engineering for 
Asian Megacities (GCOE-HSE) carried out in mid-November 2011 
while flooding was still in progress in line with its basic principle 
of “thoroughly field-oriented approach.”
As has been already reported, the factories of a great many 
Japanese companies suf fered damage as a result of the 
prolonged flooding of Rojana Industrial Park and Nava Nakorn 
Industrial Park, located respectively in Ayutthaya Province and 
Pathum Thani Province to the north of Bangkok. Don Muang 
Airport (formerly Bangkok International Airport) was in time 
also disabled by floods that submerged its runways and aprons 
(Figure 1, Photo 2). The surroundings of Phahon Yothin Station, 
the furthest north of the stations of Bangkok’s subway system 
that opened in July 2004, were also submerged in about 50 cm 
of water as of November 17 during our study (Figure 1, Photo 3). 
However, because the stations and the tops of ventilation and 
air-conditioning shafts were designed to block the entrance of 
flood waters, the subway system continued to function almost 
normally and served as an important means of transportation for 
the people of Bangkok right through the record floods.




洪水被害が拡大した（図 1 参照）。GCOE-HSE の基本概念で
ある「徹底した現場主義」のコンセプトの下で，まだ洪水被害







能を喪失した（図 1および写真 2 参照）。また，2004 年 7 月
に開業したバンコク地下鉄において，最北端に位置するパホ
ヨーチン駅周辺では，11月17 日の調査段階で，依然 50cm





1 Map of Bangkok and surroundings（バンコク周辺地図）
2 Don Muang Airport（トンムアン空港）
3 The area around Phahon Yothin Station（パホヨーチン駅）
 Bangkok Flood Damage and Human Security Engineering　バンコク水害の発生と人間安全保障工学
The Chao Phraya River’s basin in this area is notable for the 
shallow incline of the riverbed, and the fact that most of the 
basin is composed of low-lying land. For example, the area 
extending from the Gulf of Thailand to Ayutthaya approximately 
100 km to the north is a low-lying plain with an altitude of no 
more than 3 m. Because the Chao Phraya basin is low-lying, it has 
a long history of flood damage. After the extensive flooding that 
occurred in 1983, a dyke was built and pump stations deployed 
inside it as countermeasures (Figure 2). Much of this dyke, which 
is known locally as the King’s Dyke, doubles as a road.
These countermeasures were designed to protect central 
Bangkok within the dyke by deflecting floodwaters coming from 
the north to the east and west of the city. They were effective 
enough measures at that time when the most built-up areas 
lay within the dyke, and the areas outside the dyke served as 
a natural drainage basin. However, as a result of Thailand’s 
economic development since the 1980s, urbanized areas have 
expanded outside the dyke with the construction of residential 
districts and industrial estates, as a result of which disparities 
have emerged in the damage suffered by communities according 
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4 Flooding countermeasures in Bangkok since 1983
（バンコクにおける洪水対策［1983 年以降］）
5 People destroying big bag barriers deployed to block flood 
waters from the North（北からの洪水対策の土のうを破壊する住民）
6 Flyover（高速道路）
7 Elevated expressway（高架高速道路）
The blue lines in Figure 4 are canals and agricultural water 
channels constructed mostly in the Meiji period (1868-1912), and 
it is owing to this network of waterways combined with the low 
lying aspect of the land that Bangkok has long been referred to as 
the Venice of the East. To protect against the recent floods, sluices 
on canals and other waterways were closed, and sandbags (known 
locally as “big bags”) were stacked along the outside edge of the 
King’s Dyke. However, land remained submerged in Pathum Thani 
Province and northern parts of Bangkok Province for a prolonged 
period. In Japan, floods generally recede within one or two days, 
but as mentioned above, because the Chao Phraya basin is low-
lying across its area, floodwaters remain in place seemingly for 
ages unless pumps are used to drain them. As a result, people in 
areas outside big bag 
barriers have to put up 
with the reeking smell 
of static and increasingly 
stagnant water, while 
those on the inside of 
such barriers are able to 















に悩まされる一方，近接する Big Bag の内部は Dry で何ら支
障ない日常生活を送れることとなった。
It was owing to these circumstances that, as reported in Japanese 
newspapers and television, people living outside big bag barriers 
eventually joined each other in destroying some barriers (Photo 
5). These people no doubt struck Japanese TV viewers watching 
such scenes as being totally lawless, but from our close-up 
perspective in the field, we could sense the difficulties involved in 
bridging the wide gap between the viewpoints of communities 
and individuals on the outside of big bag barriers who had to 
suffer for so long, and the government determined to protect 
the city center at all costs as the nation’s economic and political 
heart.
Another issue that illustrated the differences in perception 
between ordinary people and the government during the 
flooding was the way some people illegally parked their cars 
along flyovers and elevated expressways to protect them from 
floodwaters (Photos 6 & 7). This illegal parking along one or two 
lanes of such roads not only causes traffic jams, but might also 
lead to secondary disasters by preventing emergency vehicles 
from reaching their destination when called out. However, 
the fact is that compared with Japan, cars are luxury items in 
Thailand, and are accordingly regarded as valuable possessions 
by their owners.
Our survey of the flooding in Bangkok brought home to us 
the gap between the viewpoints of local communities and 
individuals on the one hand, and government on the other. 
It goes without saying that human security engineering is 
concerned with protecting rights from the perspective of the 
individual, but it should also concern itself with the protection 
of rights from the public interest perspective. Thailand needs to 
work swiftly to restore and rebuild infrastructure after the floods, 
but our survey suggested that issues arising from the differing 
perceptions of communities/individuals and the government are 
likely to emerge during the recovery process too.
このような状況の下で，日本においても新聞・テレビで報道さ
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4-4 Foreign Researchers' Visits　招聘外国人研究者
This GCOE program has invited foreign researchers active in their 
respective countries in order to move forward in cultivating a 
cutting-edge research base formation system and a  human resource 
development program for young researchers across the globe. 
Through joint cooperation with our own researchers, these visiting 
researchers have produced abundant research accomplishments. 
Additionally, exchanges with cutting-edge researchers have 
also contributed to the stimulation of our students' intellectual 
interest in academic activities as well as to the expansion of their 






















* The count number of FY2012 is summed up from April to December. 
（2012 年度は 4 月〜12 月までの合計です。）
Name Affiliation Country Term
Chatchai Ekpanyaskul Lecturer, Srinakharinwirot University Thailand 2008.9.15 - 2008.9.21
Nuttapong Laemun Executive Advisory Engineer, Ministry of Public Health Thailand 2008.9.15 - 2008.9.21
Maisara Ali Associate Professor, International Islamic University Malaysia Malaysia 2008.9.17 - 2008.9.23





Hao Jiming Professor, Tsinghua University China 2008.9.21 - 2008.9.23
Hu Hongying Professor, Tsinghua University China 2008.9.21 - 2008.9.23
Wang Wei Professor, Tsinghua University China 2008.9.21 - 2008.9.23
Zhang Xihui Researcher, Tsinghua University China 2008.9.21 - 2008.9.23
Qureshi Ali Gul Lecturer, Mehran University of Engineering and Technology Pakistan 2008.10.1 - 2010.9.30
Ali Md. Shahjahan Lecturer, Khulna University of Engineering & Technology Bangladesh 2008.10.1 - 2008.12.10
Qureshi Ali Gul Lecturer, Mehran University of Engineering and Technology Pakistan 2008.10.1 - 2010.9.30
Wibowo Arie Lecturer, Bandung Institute of Technology Indonesia 2008.10.1 - 2009.3.31
Shi Lei Lecturer, Dalian University of Technology China 2008.10.17 - 2008.10.24
Khairuddin Abdul Rashid Professor, International Islamic University Malaysia 2008.10.22 - 2008.11.2
Veerasak Likhitruangsilp Professor, Chulalongkorn University Thailand 2008.10.24 - 2008.11.3
Wang Shouqing Professor, Tsinghua University China 2008.10.26 - 2008.10.29
Chau Kam Tim Professor, the Hong Kong Polytechnic University China 2008.10.30 - 2009.1.27
Suttisak Soralump Assistant Professor , Kasetsart University Thailand 2008.11.5 - 2008.11.8
Xie Jian Associate Professor, Tianjin University China 2008.11.15 - 2009.2.15
 List of visiting foreign researchers (GCOE-HSE)　招聘外国人研究者一覧（GCOE-HSE）
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Name Affiliation Country Term
Fatkhan Lecturer, Bandung Institute of Technology Indonesia 2008.12.14 - 2009.12.13
Bijay Anand Misra Professor, School of Planning and Architecture India 2008.12.14 - 2008.12.26
Huynh Trung Hai Professor, Hanoi University of Technology Vietnam 2008.12.16 - 2008.12.21
Pham Thanh Huy Professor, Hanoi University of Technology Vietnam 2008.12.16 - 2008.12.21
Ranjit Mitra Professor, School of Planning & Architecture India 2008.12.16 - 2008.12.20
Vilas Wu Wongse Professor, Asian Institute of Technolgy Thailand 2008.12.17 - 2008.12.20
Alfian Bahar Lecturer, Bandung Institute of Technology Indonesia 2008.12.17 - 2008.12.20
Djoko Santoso Director, Bandung Institute of Technology Indonesia 2008.12.17 - 2008.12.20
Indratmo Soekano Assistant Professor , Bandung Institute of Technology Indonesia 2008.12.17 - 2008.12.20
Wawan Gunawan Assistant Professor , Bandung Institute of Technology Indonesia 2008.12.17 - 2008.12.20
He Kebin Professor, Tsinghua University China 2008.12.18 - 2008.12.23
Wang Wei Professor, Tsinghua University China 2008.12.18 - 2008.12.23
Lei Duan Professor, Tsinghua University China 2008.12.18 - 2008.12.23
Zhang Xihui Professor, Tsinghua University China 2008.12.18 - 2008.12.23
Szeto Wai Yuen Assistant Professor, National University of Singapore Singapore 2008.12.18 - 2009.1.4
Fwa Tien Fang Professor, National University of Singapore Singapore 2008.12.18 - 2008.12.21
Wong Chun Kuen, George Professor, National University of Singapore Singapore 2008.12.18 - 2008.12.28
Bernard Tan Tiong Gie Professor, National University of Singapore Singapore 2008.12.19 - 2008.12.20
Xing-Hua Fan Associate Professor, Jiangsu University China 2008.12.19 - 2008.12.23
Jin Fan Professor, Jiangsu Administraion University China 2008.12.19 - 2008.12.23
Xiao-Wei Ma
Institute of Policy and Management, Chinese Academy of Sciences, Associate 
Professor
China 2008.12.19 - 2008.12.23
Le-Le Zou
Associate Professor, Institute of Policy and Management, Chinese Academy of 
Sciences
China 2008.12.19 - 2008.12.23
Qiao-Mei Liang
Associate Professor, Institute of Policy and Management, Chinese Academy of 
Sciences
China 2008.12.19 - 2008.12.23
Hua Liao
Associate Professor, Institute of Policy and Management, Chinese Academy of 
Sciences 
China 2008.12.19 - 2008.12.23
Jian-Ping Li
Associate Professor, Institute of Policy and Management, Chinese Academy of 
Sciences
China 2008.12.19 - 2008.12.23
Jian-Ling Jiao Associate Professor, Hefei University of Technology China 2008.12.19 - 2008.12.23
Yi-Ming Wei Professor, Chinese of Academy of Sciences China 2008.12.19 - 2008.12.23
Kim Heejoon Professor, Pukyong National University Korea 2008.12.24 - 2009.6.24
Moustafa Abbas Associate Professor, Minia University Egypt 2009.1.1 - 2010.3.31




Senior Researcher, the Swiss Federal Laboratories for Materials Testing and 
Research
Canada 2009.1.5 - 2009.1.21
Lafouresse Manon Chloé Postdoctoral Researcher, French National Center for Scientific Research France 2009.1.12 - 2009.12.31
Fatkhan Assistant Professor, Bandung Institute of Technology Indonesia 2009.1.14 - 2010.1.10
Abdul Hakam Geotechnical Senior Lecturer, University of Andalas Indonesia 2009.1.31 - 2009.2.9
Kantoush Sameh Ahmed Postdoctoral Researcher, Swiss Federal Institute of Technology Egypt 2009.2.1 - 2009.12.31





Piyarat Nuchpongsai Lecturer, Mahidol University Thailand 2009.2.18 - 2009.2.28
Ana Maria Cruz Naranjo Senior Scientific Officer, European Commission Italy 2009.2.21 - 2009.3.1
Amendola Aniello Senior Researcher, International Institute for Applied Systems Analysis Austria 2009.2.21 - 2009.3.1
Sharifah Munirah Alatas Lecturer, National University of Malaysia Malaysia 2009.2.22 - 2009.2.26
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Name Affiliation Country Term
Tran Van Quang Professor, Danang University of Technology Vietnam 2009.2.22 - 2009.2.26
Weihua Fang Associate Professor, Beijing Normal University China 2009.2.22 - 2009.2.27
Noppadol Phienwej Associate Professor, Asian Institute of Technology Thailand 2009.2.27 - 2009.3.4
Pham Huy Giao Assistant Professor, Asian Institute of Technology Thailand 2009.3.2 - 2009.3.5
Noppadol Phienwej Assistant Professor, Asian Institute of Technology Thailand 2009.3.2 - 2009.3.5
Fwa Tien Fang Professor, National University of Singapore Singapore 2009.3.7 - 1955.1.4
Tran Ngoc Anh Hanoi University of Science Vietnam 2009.3.11 - 2009.3.16
Nguyen Tho Sao Assistant Professor, Hanoi University of Science Vietnam 2009.3.11 - 2009.3.16
Nguyen Thanh Son Professor, Hanoi University of Science Vietnam 2009.3.11 - 2009.3.16





Russell G. Thompson Lecturer, The University of Melbourne Australia 2009.4.12 - 2009.4.23
Hu ShaoQing
Researcher, Institute of Engineering Mechanics, China Earthquake 
Administration
China 2009.6.1 - 2009.8.21
Elchalakani Mohamed Lecturer, Dubai Men's College, Higher Colleges of Technology Australia 2009.6.20 - 2009.8.20
Kwon Young-Jin Assistant Professor, Hoseo University Korea 2009.6.21 - 2009.8.19
Pär Sjölander Analyst, The Swedish Board of Agriculture Analyst Sweden 2009.6.30 - 2009.7.4
Mats Johansson　 Associate Professor, KTH (Royal Institute of Technology) Sweden 2009.6.30 - 2009.7.4
Lars M Widell Analyst, The Swedish Board of Agriculture Sweden 2009.6.30 - 2009.7.4
Syabri Ibnu Assistant Professor, Bandung Institute of Technology Indonesia 2009.8.2 - 2009.8.7
Reza Zanjirani Farahani Lecturer, National University of Singapore Singapore 2009.9.5 - 2009.9.10
Fwa Tien Tang Lecturer, National University of Singapore Singapore 2009.9.5 - 2009.9.9
Szeto Wai Yuen Lecturer, National University of Singapore Singapore 2009.9.7 - 2009.9.10
Jiawei Wang Researcher, Beijing Drainage Group Co. Ltd. China 2009.9.30 - 2009.10.5
Ghimire Bidur Senior Lecurer, Tribhuvan University Nepal 2009.10.1 - 2010.3.31
Nor Hafizah Binti Baharudin Master Student, Universiti Kebangsaan Malaysia Malaysia 2009.10.1 - 2009.11.30
Deng Wubin Engineer, Shenzhen Water (Group) Co. Ltd. China 2009.10.11 - 2009.10.24
Tian Wen Engineer, Tsignhua University China 2009.10.11 - 2009.10.24
Wang Lu Engineer, Shenzhen Water (Group) Co. Ltd. China 2009.10.11 - 2009.10.24
Chen Huixia Doctoral Student, Tsignhua University China 2009.10.11 - 2009.10.24
Jin Juntao Master Student, Tsinghua University China 2009.10.11 - 2009.10.24
Mo Yinghui Doctoral Student, Tsinghua University China 2009.10.11 - 2009.10.24
Tao Xia Master Student, Tsinghua University China 2009.10.11 - 2009.10.24
Zhang Shaojun Master Student, Tsinghua University China 2009.10.11 - 2009.10.24
Mo Yinghui Doctoral Student, Tsinghua University China 2009.10.11 - 2009.10.24
Qiao Tiejun Doctoral Student, Tsinghua University China 2009.10.11 - 2009.10.24
Liu Ying Doctoral Student, Tsinghua University, Doctoral Student China 2009.10.12 - 2009.10.25
Tran Ngoc Anh Lecturer, Hanoi University of Science Vietnam 2009.10.21 - 2009.10.29
Wang Lingyun Doctoral Student, Tsinghua University China 2009.10.25 - 2009.10.29
Kim HeeJoon Professor, Pukyong National University Korea 2009.11.6 - 2009.12.7
Kenichi Soga Professor, University of Cambridge England 2009.11.17 - 2009.11.22
Mohammad Rachmat Sule Lecturer, Bandung Institute of Technology Indonesia 2010.1.15 - 2011.1.14
Wachira Sarmung Officer, Royal Irrigation Department Thailand 2010.1.18 - 2010.1.19
Jeerapat Techakuichainunt Officer, Royal Irrigation Department Thailand 2010.1.18 - 2010.1.19
Somkiat Apipattanavis Officer, Royal Irrigation Department Thailand 2010.1.18 - 2010.1.19
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Name Affiliation Country Term
Andre Dantas Lecturer, University of Canterbury New Zealand 2010.1.23 - 2010.2.6
Karisa Ribeiro Officer, Christchurch City Council New Zealand 2010.1.23 - 2010.2.6
Kim YeonSu Master Student, Chungnam National University Korea 2010.2.13 - 2010.2.17
Zhao Bin Undergraduate Student, Tsinghua University China 2010.2.19 - 2010.3.6
Belinda Yuen Visiting Scholar, the World Bank Singapore 2010.2.20 - 2010.3.15
Taweephong Suksawat Officer, Asian Institute of Technology Thailand 2010.2.27 - 2010.3.5
Pham Huy Giao Associate Professor, Asian Institute of Technology Thailand 2010.2.27 - 2010.3.5
Dina Anggreni Sarsito　 Lecturer, Bandung Institute of Technology Indonesia 2010.2.28 - 2010.3.5
Fwa Tien Tang Lecturer, National University of Singapore Singapore 2010.2.28 - 2010.3.3
Wawan Gunawan Associate Professor, Bandung Institute of Technology Indonesia 2010.2.28 - 2010.3.5
Djoko Santoso Director, Bandung Institute of Technology Indonesia 2010.2.28 - 2010.3.5
Sim Khay Tien Doctoral Student, University Kebangsaan Malaysia Malaysia 2010.3.1 - 2010.4.30
Mathavan Natarajan Assistant Executive Engineer, Corporation of Chennai India 2010.3.1 - 2010.3.9
Apiniti Jotisankasa Assistant Professor, Kasetsart University Thailand 2010.3.1 - 2010.3.4
Anthony Xenon Walde Chief of Urban Planning Division, City Government of Makati Philippines 2010.3.2 - 2010.3.7
Bimal Chandra Das Zonal Executive Officer, Dhaka City Corporation Bangladesh 2010.3.2 - 2010.3.7
Eunju Lee Assistant Director, International Trade and Relations Division in Sumon Korea 2010.3.2 - 2010.3.7
Hoang Ngoc Tuong Van Researcher, Hue University Vietnam 2010.3.2 - 2010.3.6
Tran Manh Cuong Director, Danan Environmental Protection Agency Vietnam 2010.3.2 - 2010.3.6
Yose I Wayan Marie Head of Tertier Economic Sub Division, Sukabumi Municipality Indonesia 2010.3.2 - 2010.3.6
Lalith Ramya Lal 
Wickramaratne
Civil Engineer, Colombo Municipal Council Sri Lanka 2010.3.2 - 2010.3.7
Zhang Jinsong Professor, Shenzhen Water (Group) Co. Ltd. China 2010.3.4 - 2010.3.14
You Zuoliang Professor, Shenzhen Water (Group) Co. Ltd. China 2010.3.4 - 2010.3.14
Liu Qian Senior Engineer, Shenzhen Water (Group) Co. Ltd. China 2010.3.4 - 2010.3.14
Qi Yuling Engineer, Shenzhen Water (Group) Co. Ltd. China 2010.3.4 - 2010.3.14
Xu Hongfu Engineer, Shenzhen Water (Group) Co. Ltd. China 2010.3.4 - 2010.3.14
Wang Hongjie Doctoral Researcher, Harbin Institute of Technology China 2010.3.4 - 2010.3.14
Suwanna Kitpati Bootanon Lecturer, Mahidol University Thailand 2010.3.11 - 2010.3.17
Narin Bootanon Lecturer, Mahidol University Thailand 2010.3.11 - 2010.3.17
Somkiat Apipattanavis Officer, Royal Irrigation Department Thailand 2010.3.15 - 2010.3.20
Lee Jaiyoung Professor, University of Seoul Korea 2010.4.1 - 2010.4.3
Han Ihnsup Associate Professor, University of Seoul Korea 2010.4.1 - 2010.4.3
Hao Jiming
Vice Chairman, Degree Evaluation Committee of Tsinghua University / Dean, 
Research Institute of Environmental Science and Engineering, Tsinghua 
University
China 2010.4.14 - 2010.4.16
Wang Wei Professor, Tsinghua University China 2010.4.14 - 2010.4.16
Tan Qilu Doctoral Student, Tsinghua University China 2010.6.17 - 2010.7.17
Wang Lin Doctoral Student, Tongji University China 2010.6.28 - 2010.7.17
Wang Yuanqing Doctoral Student, Tongji University China 2010.6.28 - 2010.7.17
Chen Ting Doctoral Student, Tsinghua University China 2010.6.27 - 2010.7.17
Lee Seungyong Researcher, POSTECH Korea 2010.6.27 - 2010.7.17
Jung Kyung-Won Doctoral Student, KAIST Korea 2010.6.27 - 2010.7.17
Khairuddin Abdul Rashid Professor, International Islamic University Malaysia Malaysia 2010.9.17 - 2010.9.26
ShouQing Wang Professor, Tsinghua University China 2010.9.19 - 2010.9.23
Fwa Tien Fang Professor, National University of Singapore Singapore 2010.9.26 - 2010.9.28
国際化・情報発信
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Name Affiliation Country Term
Meng Qiang Professor, National University of Singapore Singapore 2010.9.25 - 2010.9.28
Liu Zhiyuan Doctoral Student, National University of Singapore Singapore 2010.9.26 - 2010.9.29
Choi Youngjune
Head of Research and Technology Development Division, Seoul Waterworks 
Research Institute
Korea 2010.9.28 - 2010.9.29
Azman Bin Mohd. Noor Associate Professor, International Islamic University Malaysia Malaysia 2010.9.21 - 2010.9.26
Phong Tran Lecturer, Hue University Vietnam 2010.10.11 - 2010.10.17
R.R.Krishnamurthy Associate Professor, University of Madras India 2010.10.11 - 2010.10.17
Joy Jacqueline Pereira Professor, Universiti Kebangsaan Malaysia Malaysia 2010.10.12 - 2010.10.17
Kuo Keng Chang Sub-Researcher, National Center for Research on Earthquake Engineering Taiwan 2010.10.14 - 2010.10.17
Sri Maryati Lecturer, Insitut Teknologi Bandung Indonesia 2010.11.24 - 2010.11.27
Susanti Alawiyah Lecturer, Insitut Teknologi Bandung Indonesia 2011.1.24 - 2011.2.1
Lang Aline Eloyse Doctoral Student, University of Canterbury New Zealand 2011.2.16 - 2011.3.31
Montri Dechasakulsom Director, Department of Highways Thailand 2011.3.4 - 2011.3.8
Noppadol Phienwej Associate Professor, Asian Institute of Technology Thailand 2011.3.5 - 2011.3.9
Pham Huy Giao Associate Professor, Asian Institute of Technology Thailand 2011.3.5 - 2011.3.9
Taweephong Suksawat Officer, Asian Institute of Technology Thailand 2011.3.5 - 2011.3.9
Suttisak Soralump Assistant Professor, Kasetsart University Thailand 2011.3.5 - 2011.3.11
Apiniti Jotisankasa Assistant Professor, Kasetsart University Thailand 2011.3.5 - 2011.3.15
Fenfen Zhu
Associate Professor, School of Environment & Natural Resources, Renmin 
University of China
China 2011.3.10 - 2011.3.17
Fatkhan Lecturer, Insitut Teknologi Bandung Indonesia 2011.3.10 - 2011.3.20
Piyaporn Songprasert CDM Specialist, TUV Rheinland Thailand Ltd. Thailand 2011.3.11 - 2011.3.19
Emine Yetiskul Senbil Assistant Professor, Middle East Technical University Turkey 2011.3.13 - 2011.3.20
Sharina Farihah Binti Hasan Assistant Professor, International Islamic University Malaysia Malaysia 2011.3.13 - 2011.3.20
Sideney Antunes Schreiner Director, PTV Modelagem de Sistemas de Transportes Ltda. Brazil 2011.3.13 - 2011.3.21
Xia Huang Professor, Beijing campus, Tsinghua University China 2011.3.14 - 2011.3.16
Saut Aritua Hasiholan Sagala
Associate Professor, School of Architecture , Planing and Policy Developmet, 
Institue of Technology Bandung
Indonesia 2011.3.14 - 2011.3.17





Risye Dwiyani Proram Manager, Bandung Disaster Study Group Indonesia 2011.3.14 - 2011.3.20
Sule, Mohammad Rachmat Lecturer, Insitut Teknologi Bandung Indonesia 2011.3.14 - 2011.3.20
Narong Surinkul Senior Researcher, Asian Institute of Technology Thailand 2011.3.14 - 2011.3.20
Suchitra Piempinsest Administrative Secretary, Asian Institute of Technology Thailand 2011.3.14 - 2011.3.20
Zhang Jun Hui Professor, Beijing campus, Tsinghua University China 2011.3.15 - 2011.3.16
Ly, Bich Thuy Lecturer, Hanoi University of Science and Technology Vietnam 2011.3.15 - 2011.3.17
Sirisin Janrungautai Deputy Design Manager, Thai-Nishimatsu Construction Co., Ltd. Thailand 2011.3.16 - 2011.3.17
Ilho Kim Senior Researcher, Korea Institute of Construction Technology (KICT) Korea 2011.3.16 - 2011.3.20
Tran Ngoc Anh Lecturer, Hanoi University of Science Vietnam 2011.3.20 - 2011.3.26
Cheng Xiaotao Professor, China Institute of Water Resources and Hydropower Research China 2011.3.22 - 2011.3.25
Chiang Shen
Assistant Professor, National Science and Technology Center for Disaster 
Reduction (NCDR)
China 2011.3.22 - 2011.3.26
Chatchai Expanyaskul Lecturer, Srinakharinwirot University Thailand 2011.7.23 - 2011.7.31
Zhang Xihui Professor, Tsinghua University China 2011.8.22 - 2011.8.24
Kunnawee Kanitpong Assistant Professor, Asian Institute of Technology Thailand 2011.9.14 - 2011.9.24
Prosper Mgaya
Lecturer, Department of Civil Engineering Dar Es Salaam Institute of 
Technology United Republic of Tanzania
Tanzania 2011.9.27 - 2011.10.6
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Name Affiliation Country Term
Subashisa Dutta Associate Professor,  Indian Institutes of Technology Guwahati India 2011.9.30 - 2011.10.6
Alfred Mayabi Professor, Jomo Kenyatta University of Agriculture and Technology Kenya 2011.10.1 - 2011.10.8
Andre Dantes Technical Director, Brazilian National Association of Urban Transport (NTU) Brazil 2011.10.6 - 2011.10.6
Hanif Arie
Vice President of Unit for Development Supervision and Control, Office of the 
President of the Republic of Indonesia
Indonesia 2011.11.20 - 2011.11.23
Tomy Mulia Hasan
Technical Staff of Unit for Development Supervision and Control, Office of the 
President of the Republic of Indonesia
Indonesia 2011.11.20 - 2011.11.23
Patiya Kemaceevakul Lecturer, King Mongkut's Univ.of Thechnology Thonburi Thailand 2011.11.21 - 2011.11.26
Prof Dato Dr Ibrahim K 
Komoo
Director, Southeast Asia Disaster Prevention Research Institute, University of 
Kebangsaan
Malaysia 2011.11.22 - 2011.11.27
Hus Ming His Deputy Director, National Science & Technology Center for Disaster Reduction Taiwan 2011.11.23 - 2011.11.26
Andrew Johnson Senior Researcher, Centre for Ecology and Hydrology UK 2011.12.1 - 2011.12.5
Qiao Wei Assistant Professor, China University of Petroleum China 2011.12.20 - 2011.12.22
Setianingsih Lecturer, Institut Teknologi Bandung Indonesia 2012.1.14 - 2013.1.13
Hunag Xia Professor, Tsinghua University China 2012.5.10 - 2012.5.15
Slobodan Djordjevic Professor, University of Exeter UK 2012.5.28 - 2012.6.3
Rusnardi Rahmat Putra Researcher, Kyoto University Japan 2012.9.23 - 2012.9.30
Bijay Anand Misra Professor Emeritus, School of Planning and Architecture, New Delhi India 2012.11.26-2012.12.7
Yuntao Guan Professor, Graduate School at Shenzhen, Tsinghua University China 2012.11.28-2012.12.4
Le Van An Vice Rector, Associate Professor, HUE University of Agriculture and Forestry Vietnam 2012.11.28-2012.12.4
Huynh Trung Hai
Dean, School for Environmental Science and Technology / Associate Professor, 
Hanoi University of Science and Technology
Vietnam 2012.11.28-2012.12.5
Mai Thanh Tung
Deputy Director, the International Cooperation Department / Associate 
Professor, Hanoi University of Science and Technology
Vietnam 2012.11.28-2012.12.5
Bernard Tan Tiong Gie
Director, Center for Maritime Studies / Professor, National University of 
Singapore
Singapore 2012.11.30-2012.12.4
Dato Mohd Jamil Maah
Former Deputy Vice Chancellor, Professor, Department of Chemistry, Faculty 
of Science, University of Malaya
Malaysia 2012.11.30-2012.12.4
Djoko Santoso
Director General of Higher Education Directorate, Ministry of National 
Education and Culture of Republic Indonesia
Indonesia 2012.11.30-2012.12.4
Nik Meriam Nik Sulaiman
Dean of Research Cluster on Sustainability Science, Professor, Department of 
Chemical Engineering, Faculty of Engineering, University of Malaya
Malaysia 2012.11.30-2012.12.4
Vaidya Chetan Kumar 
Vamanrao
Director, Professor, School of Planning and Architecture, New Delhi India 2012.11.30-2012.12.5
Rachmat Sule Lecturer, Institut Teknologi Bandung Indonesia 2012.11.30-2012.12.6
Wawan Gunawan A. Kadir




Deputy Director & Head of Research, Centre for Maritime Studies / Professor, 
National University of Singapore
Singapore 2012.12.1-2012.12.3
Hong-Ying Hu Vice dean, Professor, Graduate School at Shenzhen, Tsinghua University China 2012.12.1-2012.12.4
Noppadol Phien-wej Associate Professor, Asian Institute of Technology Thailand 2012.12.1-2012.12.4
Pham Huy Giao Assistant Professor, Asian Institute of Technology Thailand 2012.12.1-2012.12.4
Kim Ilho Researcher, Korea Institute of Construction Technology (KICT) Korea 2012.12.17 - 2012.12.19
*  Only Graduate School of Engineering 4 departments (Civil and Earth Resources Engineering, Urban Management, Environmental Engineering, Architecture and Architectual Engineering) 
（工学研究科４専攻（社会基盤工学，都市社会工学，都市環境工学，建築学）に限る）
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4-5 Dissemination　情報発信
Aiming for the proliferation and development of Human Security 
Engineering–a new academic field that goes beyond the borders 
of existing disciplines such as Civil Engineering, Architecture, 
Environmental Engineering, and Disaster Prevention Engineering, 
which have tended to progress on separate levels until now, this 
GCOE established a website (http://hse.gcoe.kyoto-u.ac.jp/) to 
announce its latest activities and used Kyoto University and its 
seven overseas bases as hubs to issue newsletters and distribute 
information throughout Asia and the world. In addition, 
brochures including area-specific activities were published in 
each overseas base to appeal to local students, practitioners, and 
researchers. 
The website gave an overview of Human Security Engineering, 
provided reports of our activities in symposia and workshops, 
and introduced research fields and the research conducted 
by young researchers and PDs. This has greatly contributed to 
the proliferation activities of this GCOE program in Japan and 
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 Series of a four-frame comic strip included in Newsletters
The big triangle in the HSE logo 
stands for “A” of Asia. Did you 
know that?
= Asia
Actually, it’ s “E” for engineering. 
So, the logo symbolizes the 
engineers tackling human security 
issues in Asia.  
Please note that the vartical line 
of the “E” is missing only for design 
purpose. We have no intention to 
say the engineers are worn out.








Then, what are the three stripes 
on the triangle?
Maybe, the three 
















In Japan, school year starts in 
April. So, many students joined 
our program recently.
Many of them are broadcasted to 
other campuses and even to 
collaborating institutions abroad. 
And sometimes we realize 
engineering other than HSE is also
very important.
Also, several new classes have 
started from this April such as 
“Human Security Engineering.” 




Sustainability of  
Researchers




















The first semester of the HSE 
program is finally over.
Have a great 
summer, and 
see you in 
October!
Yeah! We suvived!
People misunderstand the “summer 
break” in university.  For example, 
when a taxi driver finds I am 
teaching in a university...
You have a long 
summer break, 




Then, what professors are doing 
during summer season? Here is my 
personal estimation.    




writing papers, and 
attending 
conferences    
Real summer 






Note that percentage may 
vary greatly. But, we do 
work in summer.    
 
Why do we have summer break in 
the first place? One theory on a 
web site says:
Summer break was introduced 
primarily because it was too hot 
to have classes in the past....
Wow! Then, we don’t need summer 
break any more as all the class- 
rooms are fully air-conditioned.  
Well, let’s keep it secret for 




Believe it or not, title is the most 
important part of research papers. 
If it’s not interesting, no one will 
read the following parts.
So, professors and their students 
spend surprisingly long time for 










How about “Effects of something 
on whatever you say under a very
specific, limited, and complicated
condition in Asian Megacities” ?
Toolong!
Sometimes students stick to the 
details of the work too much. Then, 
professors give an advice like this.  
I want you to look at your work in 
a bigger and broader perspective. 
The same thing applies to the title
itself. Do you understand?
Gotcha! And sometimes it’ s taken in a 

















I made it bigger. 
Looks nice isn’ t it? 
No, no.  This





Professors surprise their students 











By turning them all in red. 70% of 

































The program office is so busy for 
preparing for interim evaluation. 
Everyone looks exhausted...
interim evaluation is a difficult 
task for reviewers, too. There are 
many things ongoing. It is like 
judging if this comic is funny or 












This is how the interim evaluation 
is like. Do you think if this is funny 
or not? 
Nice transition is planned here.
A funny punchline is planned here.
Humorous Stories about Engineers
国際化・情報発信




This summer, we put every 
effort to save energy.
Hot, very hot!
So, when we have a symposium, 






Then, what about cancelling the
symposium? I am pretty sure
that this is just another way
to make people angry.
Then, when I turn on the air 
conditioner, other people 
complain like this.
Too cold!
We have to 
save energy!
Sorry, sorry.
I was looking 
forward to 
this for years!
In short, people gets angry 
whatever I do. Hopefully, this is








People react to the word 
“Deadline” very differently.
You will be 
dead if you 
break it!!!!
This is a Deadline Fundamentalist. 
Keep away from them.
Dead
Alive
This is common among optimists. 
They believe they can work at 
the speed of light or faster, 
but never make deadlines.
I start working 
after deadline. 
It’s a kind of 
remainder, 
right?
There are two types 
of deadlines. Formal 
and “real” deadlines. 
Which one are you 
talking about?
What are you 
talking about?
This negotiator-like reaction is 
very typical for engineers. 




Well, which one is close to your 
reaction? Me? I just hate it!




When you finish writing a paper,
you feel it is really cool. But, 
there are many things you have
to take care of. Let’s take an 
example.
Inovative offenive play in
soccer: use of hands
Abstract
Don’t you feel good if you can use 
your hands in soccer?  ..................
......
No. 14
Check point #1: Some people are 
very sensitive to specific words.
Reviewer A:
Accept Reject
Never use the word “innovative.”
This is something readers will 




Check point #2: Be careful when
you challenge a well-accepted 
concept.
Reject
What you call an innovate play is 
a “violation” for us. Without any 
evidence...
Comment
Now you understand every part 
counts!
Check point #3: Some people may 
have done the same thing before.
Reviewer C:
Accept Reject









My office is on the second floor.
So, I hit the “2” button when I 







The situation is worse when
your are in the lab.
Never ever hit the button
“2” without really knowing
what you are doing! 
1 2 3
Boon!
Oh, I did it again...
The problm is that I hit the 
same button wherever I go.
Even when I am on the second
floor!
Oh, no.
I am on the
second floor! 2
Here are some comments from 
the core faculty members of the 











The end of project? 




Kyoto University Global COE Program
"Global Center for Education and Research 
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Shenzhen, China (English version) Shenzhen, China (Chinese version)
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The IDRiM Society was officially launched on October 15, 2009 in 
Kyoto, Japan, at the 9th IIASA-DPRI Forum on Integrated Disaster 
Risk Management (IDRiM Forum). The move to set up the IDRiM 
Society was based on the success of a series of nine Forums (the 
IIASA-DPRI Forums) on Integrated Disaster Risk Management 
organized by the Disaster Prevention Research Institute (DPRI) 
of Kyoto University and the International Institute for Applied 
Systems Analysis (IIASA).
The main objec tive of the IDRiM Societ y is to promote 
knowledge sharing, interdisciplinary research and development 
on integrated disaster risk management contributing to the 
implementation of success models for efficient and equitable 
disaster risk management options. Furthermore, the IDRiM 
Society aims at promoting knowledge transfer and dissemination 
of information and concepts on integrated disaster risk 
management. To achieve these goals, the society is organizing 
annual conferences, issuing news letters and publishing an on-
line journal. 
The first annual conference (IDRiM2010) was held during 1st-
4th, September, 2010 at the University of Natural Resources 
and Applied Life Sciences (BOKU), in Vienna, Austria. At this 
conference, more than 80 participants were gathered for the 
occasion and more than 50 speakers shared their research 
findings in the field of IDRiM including economic impacts, risk 
finance, poverty traps, disaster education, and information 
systems, as well as implementation science. The General 
Assembly meeting of the IDRiM Society was also held during 
the conference, and the Board of Directors and President of the 
IDRiM Society were elected. Professor Norio Okada, DPRI, Kyoto 
University, was elected as the first president of the Society. 
The second annual conference (IDRiM2011) was held at the 
University of Southern California (USC) in Los Angeles, USA, on 
14-16 July 2011. This conference was a memorial conference 
for the IDRiM Society because it was the first conference held 
in North America including the nine international forums held 
by IIASA and DPRI. About a hundred leading researchers and 
specialists were joined from 10 countries to share their research 
findings and opinions for improvement of integrated disaster 
risk management from the wide variety of disciplines at this 
conference. The third conference (IDRiM2012) will be held at 
国際総合防災学会（IDRiM Society）は，京都大学防災研究
所と国際応用システム分析研究所［IIASA］との 9 年にわた
る一連のフォーラムに基づき，2009 年 10 月 15 日に京都











年 9 月 1 日から 4 日にかけて開催されました。この会議には，
50 人もの講演者と 80 人を超える参加者が集い，災害の経済
影響，リスクファイナンス，貧困問題，防災教育，情報シス
テム，さらには，実践適応科学に関する研究上の発見が共有
されました。学会期間中に開催された IDRiM Society の総
会では，理事が選出され，初代学会長には京都大学防災研究
所の岡田憲夫教授が選ばれました。







有されました。第 3 回目の国際会議は，本年 9 月 7 日から 9
日の予定で，北京師範大学（中国，北京）にて開催される予
定です。
国際総合防災学会は，2011 年から "Journal of Integrated 
Disaster Risk Management"（IDRiM Journal）を 出 版 し
ています。2011 年には 2 冊が出版されました。http://
idrimjournal.com/ をご覧いただければ幸甚です。学会員相
互のコミュニケーションを図るため，IDRiM ニュースレター
 International Academic Society　国際学会
International Society for Integrated Disaster Risk Management: Its History and Activities at Present
国際総合防災学会（IDRiM Society）の設立の経緯と現在の活動
国際化・情報発信
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Beijing Normal University on 7-9 September 2012. 
The IDRiM Society is publishing the Journal of Integrated Disaster 
Risk Management (IDRiM Journal) from 2011. Two issues were 
published in 2011. You can access at the journal webpage: http://
idrimjournal.com/. For the communication between members 
of the society, we are also publishing IDRiM newsletters. 
The newsletters provide the report of past conferences, and 
information about future conference, special issues and 




の情報を提供しています。詳細は，IDRiM Society の Web
ページ http://idrim.org/ をご参照ください。
3 Prof. Hirokazu Tatano, Kyoto University
4 Prof. Adam Rose, University of Southern California




The Kyoto University GCOE program on “Global Center for 
Education and Research on Human Security Engineering for 
Asian Megacities” (GCOE-HSE) is one of the most important 
partners for IDRiM Society. The GCOE-HSE has been supporting 
the IDRiM Society’s activities since the beginnings of the society. 
For example, many researchers and students from GCOE-
HSE made a significant academic contribution toward every 
conference. In the IDRiM journal,a special issue which is related 
to the GCOE-HSE activities are now planned. Together with the 
GCOE-HSE, IDRiM Society would like to contribute to establish 
world human security from the aspect of integrated disaster risk 
management. 
- Hirokazu Tatano, Professor 
Research field leader, Disaster Risk Management
京都大学 GCOE プログラム「アジア・メガシティの人間安
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Date: September 7 - 9, 2012 
Venue: Beijing Normal University, Beijing, China 
Organizer: - Beijing Normal University 
 - International Society for Integrated Disaster Risk Management (IDRiM Society) 
Co-organizer: - Global COE Program "Global Center for Education and Research on Human Security Engineering for Asian Megacities"
 - Academy of Disaster Reduction and Emergency Management
 - State Key Laboratory of Earth Surface Processes and Resource Ecology
 - Key Laboratory of Environmental Change and Natural Disaster of Ministry of Education
 - Disaster Prevention Research Institute     and others  
In recent years, there have been increasing number of large-scale 
disasters (LSDs) occurring around the world, among which there have 
been some of the worst cases ever in history, e.g. the "3.11" Tohoku 
earthquake in Japan. The purpose of the conference was to promote 
discussion on integrated risk governance issues for large-scale disasters. 
Researchers in the field of disaster risk research from developed 
countries in North America, Europe, and East Asia and developing 
countries in Asia, Africa, and South America are invited to gather in 
Beijing to take part in this conference. Conference participants will 
spend three days engaged in intensive discussions on the scientific, 
technical, economic, financial, and educational issues regarding large-
scale disasters. The ultimate purpose is to find new approaches to 
coping with natural disasters, indentify ways to fill the gap between 
science and implementation, and enhance collective decision making. 
The IDRiM2012 Conference was a great success. The three day 
conference included two invited keynote speakers, two panel sessions 
with the participation of well-known experts in various fields, 12 special 
specialized parallel sessions and a Young Scientist interactive poster 
session by young researchers. There were a total of 162 participants from 
31 countries, of which 83 were from outside of China. The conference 
started with opening remarks from Prof. Fanghua Hao, Vice-President of 
Beijing Normal University and Prof. Norio Okada, President of the IDRiM 
Society. The opening remarks were followed by a keynote speech by 
Prof. Haresh Shah from Stanford University (United States) on Integrated 
disaster risk management. Highlights from the first day included a 
plenary panel session where invited experts presented arguments 
and promoted discussion regarding Critical Issues of Unprecedented 
Large Scale Disasters (LSD), and the well-attended Young Scientists 
interactive poster session with more than 30 participants. Parallel 
session topics included risk assessment and modeling of LSD and new 
trends and development of disaster risk research; a session on models 
and management options for Natech risks and a session on monitoring, 
forecasting and early warning systems for LSDs. The first day finished 
with a reception and launching of the Global University Consortium 
for Integrated Disaster Risk Governance. Prof. Douglas Paton from 
University of Tasmania, Australia, provided an insightful keynote speech 
on Disaster Resilient Communities: Personal, Community, Societal and 
Cultural Influences. This was followed by a plenary panel session on 
Integrated Risk Governance and Global Change with the participation of 
distinguished guests from Europe, US, China and Japan. The second day 
included parallel sessions concerning economic consequence analysis 
of LSDs and the promotion of catastrophe insurance schemes for risk 
management of LSDs. Global change, environmental risks and adaption, 
as well as risk governance issues such as education, communication 
and collective decision-making were the topics of two other parallel 
sessions. The General Assembly of the IDRiM Society was also held on 
the second day, followed by the conference banquet which promoted 
friendly exchange and networking and was the opportunity to award 
papers presented for the Young Scientist poster session. The third and 
final day of the conference started with an important discussion on 
planning and management of disaster recovery and reconstruction 
following LSDs. Parallel sessions covered topics such as multi-hazards 
and cascading effects, economic consequences of LSDs, and disaster 
preparedness and post-disaster governance issues based on lessons 
from Algeria, China, Japan and Taiwan. The conference was closed with 
a wrap-up and summary session on lessons learned and emerging 
issues from the conference. It was confirmed that next IDRiM 2013 













北京師範大学の Fanghua Hao 教授と国際総合防災学会（IDRiM）会

























次回はイギリス，ニューキャッスルの Northumbria University で開催
されることが約束され，第 3 回総合防災に関する国際会議は成功のうち
に閉会した。
The Third Conference of the International Societ for Integrated Disaster Risk Management From Surprise to 
Rationality: Managing unprecedented Large-Scale Disasters
第三回総合防災に関する国際会議　From Surprise to Rationality: Managing unprecedented Large-Scale Disasters 
「不意打ちの出来ごと」から、「理由のある出来ごと」への転換：先例のない大規模な災害をマネジメントする
国際化・情報発信
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Date:  November 18 - 21, 2008
Venue:  Horison Hotel Hanoi (40 Cat Linh street, Hanoi)
Host:  International Water Association, South East Asian Water Utilities Network
This GCOE program participated in the international conference 
entitled Sanitation Options in the Asia Pacific (hosted by IWA 
and SEAWUN) held in Hanoi from November 18 to 21, 2008. 
One-hundred and thirty-five participants from a wide variety 
of backgrounds such as international institutions, research 
organizations, and administrative institutions representing Asian 
countries including Vietnam, Thailand, Indonesia, India, China, 
and Japan as well as many Western countries actively presented 
and discussed their research activities on sanitary problems in 
developing countries, which is one of the core areas of Human 
Security Engineering. Our GCOE gave a poster presentation and 
exhibited materials regarding the program. Participants from 
various countries came to see our posters, and the GCOE staff 
introduced the project and distributed nearly 100 copies of the 
program materials.
本 GCOE は 2008 年 11月18 日から 21日にハノイにて開か








を訪れ GCOE の紹介をすると共に，展示資料の100 部近くが
会議出席者に配布されました。
1 The Sanitation Options in the Asia Pacific Meeting
2 GCOE brochures exhibited at the conference
Date:  January 12 - 13, 2009
Venue:  Pacifico Yokohama (1-1-1 Minato Mirai, Nishi-ku, Yokohama)
Host:  Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology (Higher Education Bureau, Office for University  
 Reform), Bunkyo Kyokai
Members of this GCOE participated in the poster session on 
January 13 and the GCOE sectional meeting. Several dozen 
programs that were adopted this year participated in the GCOE 
poster session, where participants exchanged information about 
topics such as the management of their programs. At the GCOE 
sectional meeting, members of the GCOE programs adopted 
last year presented their achievements of the past year as well as 
those of the 21st century COE programs, the predecessor of the 
GCOE programs. While many presentations consisted of reports 
on research papers and patents, the presentations that included 
details about an enormous number of overseas students, 
the results of international exchanges, or the acquisition of a 
substantial amount of external funds had the strongest impact. 
And whereas the reports given by department heads for the 
most part emphasized already-published screening criteria, 
the words that had the most lasting impression were about the 
need to have a sound policy concerning what type of students 
to educate and to demonstrate that we have actually produced 
such students through the screenings (including midterm 
screenings).




GCOE 分科会では，昨年度採択の GCOE プログラムからこの









1 GCOE posters exhibited at the conference
2 Exhibition booth at the University Education Reform Program Joint Forum
 International and Domestic Exhibitions　海外・国内展示会
International Exhibition
International Conference on Sanitation Options in the Asia Pacific
Domestic Exhibition
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4-6 Achievements　業績
30.	 Lee,	M.	Y.,	Cheon,	J.H.,	Hidaka,	T.	,	Tsuno,	H.:	The	performance	and	microbial	







































































52.	 Endo,	S.,	Tomita,	 J.,	Tanaka,	K.,	Yamamoto,	M.,	Fukutani,	S.,	 Imanaka,	T.,	
Sakaguchi,	A.,	Amano,	H.,	Kawamura,	H.,	Kawamura,	H.,	Apsalikov,	K.,	Gusev,	
B.,	Whitehead,	N.,	Shinkarev,	S.,	Hosh,	M.:	 Iodine-129	measurements	 in	

















57.	 Takigami,	 H.,	 Suzuki,	 G.,	 Hirai,	 Y.,	 Sakai	 S.:	 Transfer	 of	 brominated	
1.	 Voorhees,	S.,	Uchiyama,	I.:	Particulate	matter	air	pollution	control	programs	




























































removal	of	pollutants	 in	 road	runoff	by	soil	 infiltration,	Water	Research,	
42(10/11),	pp.2745-2755,	2008.	
21.	 Shigematsu,	T.,	Dayanthi,	W.K.C.N.,	Yamashita,	N.,	Tanaka,	H.,	Yamashita,	














26.	 Sasaki	K.,	 Isono	T.,	Nakayama	A.,	Yoneda	M.,	Morisawa	S.:	Cancer	 risk	
evaluation	using	 radiation	equivalent	dose	determined	with	 the	cell-level	
experiments,	2nd	World	Congress	on	Risk	Final	Program,	pp.10,	2008.	






































































































125.	 Naoyuki,	K.,	Naoki,	K.,	Atsushi,	T.:	Arc-disjoint	 In-trees	 in	Directed	Graphs,	
The	Nineteenth	Annual	ACM-SIAM	Symposium	on	Discrete	Algorithms,	
pp.518-526,	2008.	























































































84.	 Toyoda,	M.,	 Furukawa,	 T.,	 Takahashi,	D.:	 Echo	 suppression	 effect	 and	
coloration	of	periodic-type	diffusers,	Proceedings	of	the	Acoustics’08,	pp.2,	
2008.	
85.	 Toyoda,	M.,	 Takahashi,	D.:	 Experimental	 study	on	 transmission	 loss	of	
MPP	structures	with	 the	airlayer-subdivision	 technique,	Proceedings	of	
Symposium	on	the	Acoustics	of	Poro-Elastic	Materials,2008.	


























































181.	 Wang,	 T.,	 Yoshitake,	 N.,	 Pan,	 P.,	 Lee,	 H.,	 Nakashima,	M.:	 Numerical	
Characteristics	of	Peer-to-Peer	 (P2P)	 Internet	Online	Hybrid	Test	System	



























190.	 Mori,	 K.,	Murakami,	 K.,	 Sakashita,	M.,	 Kono,	 S.,	 Tanaka,	 H.:	 Seismic	
Performance	of	Multi-Story	Shearwall	with	an	Adjacent	Frame	Considering	




























129.	 Avis,	D.,	 Katoh,	N.,	Ohsaki,	M.,	 Streinu,	 I.,	 Tanigawa,	 S.:	 Enumerating	







































































specified	ground	motions,	 The	Structural	Design	 of	 Tall	 and	Special	
Buildings,	17(2),	pp.257-271,	2008.	























































































































Depth	 of	 Silane	Penetrant	 System	and	 its	 Effect	 on	ASR	Expansion,	
Proceedings	of	the	13th	ICAAR,	CD-ROM,	2008.	












204.	 Khayyer,	A.,	Gotoh,	H.,	Shao,	S.:	Corrected	SPH	for	 Incompressible	 fluid	
for	 accurate	water-surface	 tracking	 in	plunging	breaker,	 International	
Conference	on	Coastal	Engineering	2008,	pp.132-143,	2008.	















































































































326.	 Sayama,	 T.,	 Tachikawa,	 Y.,	 Takara,	 K.:	 Lumping	 of	 a	 physically-based	











330.	 Mondonedo,	C.A.,	 Tachikawa,	 Y.,	 Takara,	 K.:	 Pot	 normalized	 variance	










































345.	 Nakakita,	 E.,	 Konoshima,	 L.:	 Developing	 a	method	 to	 estimate	 global	
distribution	of	 temporal	and	spatial	correlation	 lengths	of	 instantaneous	




347.	 Nakakita,	 E.,	 Konoshima,	 L.:	 ESTIMATING	GLOBAL	DISTRIBUTION	OF	
SPATIAL	AND	TEMPORAL	CORRELATION	LENGTH	OF	POINT	RAINFALL	













353.	 Sanjou,	M.,	Nezu,	 I.,	 Okamoto,	 T.:	 Submerged	Effects	 on	 Turbulence	












































297.	 Riveros,	C.,	Utsunomiya,	T.,	Maeda,	K.,	 Itoh,	K.:	Modeling	 the	response	of	

















































317.	 Pradhan,	N.R.,	Ogden,	 F.L.,	 Tachikawa,	Y.,	 Takara,	K.:	 Scaling	of	 slope,	
upslope	area,	and	soil	water	deficit:	 Implications	 for	 transferability	 and	


































sediment	 transport	 in	a	mountainous	river,	Proc.	of	 the	4th	 International	
Conference	on	Scour	and	Erosion	(ICSE-4),	pp.672-677,	2008.	
396.	 Awal,	R.,	Nakagawa,	H.,	Kawaike,	K.,	Baba,	Y.,	 Zhang,	H.:	 Experimental	






398.	 Awal,	R.,	Nakagawa,	H.,	Kawaike,	K.,	Baba,	Y.,	 Zhang,	H.:	 Experimental	







































413.	 Kimura,	 I.,	Uijttewaal,	W.S.J.,	 van	Balen,	W.	 and	Hosoda,	T.:	Application	
of	 the	non-linear	k-e	model	 for	 simulating	curved	open	channel	 flows,	
RiverFlow2008,	Proceedings	of	Riverflow2008,	1,	pp.99-108,	2008.	
414.	 Hosoda,	T.,	Onda,	S.,	 Iwata,	M.	and	Jacimovic,	N.:	Extension	of	flood	flow	






















355.	 Sanjou,	M.,	Nezu,	 I.:	PIV	Measurements	 in	Meandering	Compound	Open-
channel	Flows,	River	Flow	2008,	pp.573-581,	2008.	
356.	 Noguchi,	K.,	Nezu,	 I.:	Particle-Fluid	 Interaction	and	Turbulence	Modulation	
over	Sand	Dunes,	River	Flow	2008,	pp.801-808,	2008.	






359.	 Nezu,	 I.,	Noguchi,	K.:	Particle-Turbulence	 Interaction	 in	Sediment-Laden	
Bursting	Phenomena,	2nd	 International	Symposium	on	Shallow	Flows,	
CDROM	,	2008.	
360.	 Nezu,	 I.,	 Nakajima,	 T.,	Noguchi,	 K.:	 Experimental	 study	 of	 turbulence	
modulation	 in	 open-channel	 flows	 with	 suspended	 sediment,	 2nd	
International	Symposium	on	Shallow	Flows,	CDROM,	2008.	


















367.	 Shimizu,	H.,	Murata,	S.,	 Ito,	T.,	 Ishida,	T.:	Distinct	element	modeling	 for	
hydraulic	 fracturing,	Proc.	of	 the	5th	 International	Conference	on	Flow	
Dynamics,	paperNo.OS4-6,	2008.	
368.	 Ishida,	T.,	Kanagawa,	T.:	Acoustic	emission	monitoring	during	 in-situ	direct	






















375.	 Lu,	C.W.,	Oka,	F.,	Zhang,	F.:	Analysis	of	soil–pile–structure	 interaction	 in	a	




















































































477.	 Tao	 Ye,	 Yokomatsu,	 M. , 	 Okada,	 N. : 	 Combined	 Internat ional	 and	
Intergenerational	Disaster	Risk	Diversification	 --	An	 Innovative	 Instrument	
for	Government	 Intervention	 into	the	Private	Disaster	 Insurance	Program,	
























484.	 Hori,	 T.,Takeyuki,	 S.	B.,Nakayama,	M.,Ichikawa,	Y.,Shiiba,	M.:	 Estimation	






























































































450.	 Hasan,	 S.F.,	 Xu,	D.,	Matsushima,	K.,	 Kobayashi,	 K.:	 International	 labor	












































































of	SCGE	model	 to	assess	 the	 labour	and	capital	 related	economic	 loss	












553.	 Yamori,	K.:	Narrative	mode	of	 thought	 in	disaster	damage	 reduction:	A	
crossroad	of	narrative	 and	gaming	approach.	 In	Sugiman,	T.,	Gergen,	































563.	 Azuma,	K.,	Uchiyama,	 I.,	Chiba,	Y.,	Okumura,	 J.:	Mesothelioma	 risk	and	





492.	 Takahashi,	Y.,	 Iemura,	H.,	Mahin,	S.A.	Fenves,	G.L.:	 International	Distributed	
Hybrid	Simulation	of	2-Span	Continuous	Bridge,	Proc.	of	The	14th	World	
Conference	on	Earthquake	Engineering,	2008.	





























Y.,	Tanaka,	K.:	An	 integrated	model	 for	 the	assessment	of	global	water	
resources	 -	Part	1:	Model	description	and	 input	meteorological	 forcing,	
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